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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Anaerobic digestion, a microbially mediated process, is among the oldest forms of
wastewater treatment, dating back to the 1800s 1. Original substrates were primary
sludge or slurried organic wastes from collected wastewater. Primary products of
anaerobic digestion include stabilized sludge as well as biogas methane and carbon
dioxide, which can be used for energy generation 2.

Recently, a focus has been placed on the natural production of methane by anaerobic
digesters due to its place in the water-energy-food nexus which aims to connect the
three major sectors of urban life and sustainable development 3. Anaerobic digestion
sits prominently in the nexus due to its ability to digest organic matter (food waste) and
produce usable fertilizer and methane, a renewable energy source

4, 5

. It is also a

valuable step in the wastewater treatment process because of its ability to stabilize and
reduce the volume of sludge produced during treatment

1, 6

. Anaerobic co-digestion

has been recognized as an effective, low-cost, and commercially viable approach to
improve methane yields 4, 7.

Anaerobic co-digestion is the digestion of municipal sludge along with another
substrate (e.g. food waste, yard waste, mixed fats, oils, and greases) to increase biogas
production. It is estimated by the US EPA that over 80% of municipalities flare excess
biogas produced during anaerobic digestion4. The recovery of biogas from a typical
anaerobic digester can recover 20-40% of the energy required for normal operation of
a wastewater treatment plant that uses activated sludge for treatment 8. Fat, oil, and
grease (FOG) collected from restaurant grease traps has been shown to increase biogas
production by over 30% and may allow a wastewater treatment plant to meet over 50%
of their electricity demand with on-site generation

5, 9-11

. Despite reported benefits of

co-digestion, a slew of operational challenges have been identified such as inhibition
of key populations, digester foaming, blockages of pipes and pumps, and clogging of
gas collection systems 11.
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The productivity and stability of FOG co-digestion is highly dependent upon FOG
composition and loading rate 11, 12. However, efforts to intensify the FOG co-digestion
process and increase its predictability to process changes have been hampered by a
limited fundamental understanding of how the anaerobic digester microbiome responds
to process disturbances, such as a change in substrate 13-15.

In order to operate optimally, effective acclimation procedures and microbial ecology
based engineering principles should be established for specific waste streams with codigestion potential. Further research is necessary to determine the best method of
acclimation and operation for these systems 11.

Thus, this work aims to:

I.

Evaluate the effects of stepwise loading on anaerobic digester
performance, specifically biogas and methane production and yield.

II.

Evaluate the effects of stepwise loading on reactor stability in terms of
methane content, pH, ammonia and organic acid accumulation.

III.

Evaluate the effects of shock loading (i.e. successive shocks of similar
organic loading rates as well as shocks with larger organic loading rates)
on anaerobic digester performance, specifically biogas and methane
production and yield.

IV.

Evaluate the effects of shock loading on reactor stability, in terms of
methane content, pH, ammonia and organic acid accumulation.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Overview of Wastewater and Wastewater Treatment
2.1.1 Definition of Wastewater
Wastewater is used water that contains a complex mixture of organic and inorganic
materials that includes substances such as human waste, food scraps, oils, soaps, and
chemicals

16

. Wastewater is typically divided into three different classes, domestic

wastewater (sewage), industrial wastewater, and municipal wastewater (a mix of
domestic and industrial) 17. Wastewater discharged to the environment without proper
treatment causes water pollution. Wastewater treatment includes a myriad of
technologies such as septic tanks, on-site sewage systems, as well as centralized
wastewater treatment systems.

2.1.2 Typical Wastewater Treatment
The major aim of wastewater treatment is to remove as much of the suspended solids
as possible before the remaining water, the effluent, is discharged back to the receiving
water body 16. There are four basic stages in wastewater treatment, primary, secondary,
tertiary, and disinfection. Primary treatment aims to remove settleable solids from the
influent wastewater, while secondary treatment uses oxidation processes, typically
biological, to further purify the wastewater

18

. Tertiary treatment involves nutrient

removal, typically focusing on nitrogen and phosphorous. Disinfection is the final step
of the treatment train before treated water is discharged to the receiving water body 1.

A typical wastewater treatment process is outlined in Figure 2.1. Typical wastewater
treatment starts with a screening procedure which removes large floating objects, such
as sticks. It then passes into a grit chamber, where small particles, like sand and pebbles,
are settled to the bottom. Although this particulate matter has been removed, the
wastewater still contains organic and inorganic matter and other suspended solids that
need to be treated 18. In order to remove these small particles, the flow must be reduced
enough to allow them to settle, which is what occurs in a primary clarifier or
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sedimentation basin, allowing for removal of 50-60% of the suspended solids 16, 19. This
settled material, primary sludge, contains mostly water and is easily degradable (mostly
fecal matter) 1.

Figure 2.1: Process flowchart outlining the main steps in wastewater treatment.

The water leaving the primary clarifier is rich in organic carbon, and contains nitrogen
and phosphorous (Table 2.1), which is treated by a mixture of aerobic and anaerobic
bacteria. This microbial consortia is commonly referred to as activated sludge and can
remove about 85% of the organic matter present 16, 18. During secondary treatment, part
of the organic material is oxidized by the microorganisms to produce carbon dioxide
and other end products, while the remaining portion is used to provide energy to support
microbial growth 19. This slurry of bacteria and treated water is separated in a secondary
clarifier which stills the water allowing the bacteria to settle to the bottom (Table 2.1).
The settled material has many names depending on what its terminal application will
be. In bulk, the sludge is often referred to as secondary sludge, but a portion of this
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slurry is used to inoculate the activated sludge basins. This sludge is specifically called
RAS, or return activated sludge, while the portion that is sent for disposal is called
WAS, or waste activated sludge. The water leaving the secondary clarifier is typically
disinfected using chlorine, UV, or ozone and is returned to the receiving water body,
such as the local river 18.

Table 2.1: Typical process information for the most common stages of wastewater treatment.
Compiled from 1, 20-24.
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2.1.2 Wastewater Solids and Treatment Options
Sludge must be stabilized in order to reduce vector attraction to organisms, like flies,
that could transmit infectious diseases. The process of sludge stabilization refers to the
removal of the organic content in the sludge. This can be done chemically, using lime
or other alkaline materials, which produces an exothermic reaction, causing the sludge
to reach temperatures that help destroy pathogens and remove water. Stabilization can
also be done through biological process. Smaller wastewater treatment plants might use
lagoon systems, where sludge is allowed to sit for extended periods of time while
natural treatment occurs, while larger treatment plants more commonly utilize the
process of anaerobic digestion

6, 19

. Anaerobic digestion is a microbially mediated

process in which organic matter is decomposed in the absence of oxygen to produce
carbon dioxide and methane 2. These stabilization methods can be designed to also to
achieve significant inactivation of pathogenic agents, such as bacteria, parasite, and
viruses

19

. Other processes specific to inactivation of pathogens, such as irradiation

and pasteurization, may be used 1, 6, 19.
In order to make treatment more effective, sludge is typically thickened, to reduce the
volume of sludge that must be treated. Secondary sludge typically has a solids content
of less than 1% by weight 19. Primary sludge is slightly more concentrated, and, when
mixed, the combined sludge mixture contains about 3% solids by weight 1, 6. Removal
of water from this combined sludge mixture makes the treatment process more
efficient, reduces storage volume, and decreases transportation costs 19, 25. Thickening
processes consist of gravity thickening (most common), centrifugation, rotating drums,
and floatation thickening.

2.2 Basic Principles and Parameters of Anaerobic Digestion
Anaerobic digestion, a microbially mediated process, is among the oldest forms of
wastewater treatment, dating back to the 1800s 1. Original substrates were primary
sludge or slurried organic wastes from collected wastewater. With the introduction of
thickening processes, more efficient anaerobic digestion became possible, and design
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criteria was improved. Recently, a focus has been placed on the natural production of
methane by anaerobic digesters and higher loading rates are being explored 4, 9, 12.

Anaerobic digesters are primarily designed based on organic loading rate (OLR) and
the hydraulic retention time (HRT). The OLR is a measure of how much organic
content will be sent to the digester daily, while the HRT is the amount of time a particle
of sludge will spend in the reactor and is directly linked to treatment efficacy.
Destruction of the organic content present in the sludge decreases with decreased HRT
26

, which can also affect the chosen OLR for a specific anaerobic digester. Typical

values for these parameters are listed in Table 2.1. These process parameters are
typically chosen based on the level of treatment required to meet permitted effluent
values, which depend on state laws.

These decisions are also impacted by the chosen operating temperature. Anaerobic
digesters typically operate either in the mesophilic range (30-38°C) or the thermophilic
range (49-57°) 1. Thermophilic conditions improve hydrolysis kinetics, improving
overall process speed, resulting in shorter required HRTs and higher potential OLRs 27.
Increased temperatures also aid in increasing the solubility of the organic compounds
and increasing the death rate of pathogens

26, 28, 29

. However, increased temperature

requires a higher energy input and can make the process more susceptible to upset,
requiring greater process controls

26

. Most anaerobic digesters are operated

mesophilically due to greater process stability and lower energy requirements, despite
the sub-optimal sludge destruction and gas production rates 1.
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Table 2.2: Composition parameters from different natural gas sources. Adapted from 30.

Gas production rates for anaerobic digestion of municipal waste are dependent on the
OLR, HRT, and temperature of the reactor. A compilation of 12 anaerobic digester
studies found that the methane yield ranged from 187 – 430 mL CH4/g VS 31. The 12
studies encompassed batch bottle, continuous reactor, and pilot scale studies with HRTs
ranging from 9-27 days, operated in the mesophilic range (33-42 ̊C) 31.

Gas produced by anaerobic digesters typically consists of 65-70% CH4 by volume, 25
to 30% CO2, and small amounts of N2, H2, H2S, and water vapor 26. Typical values of
key components of the biogas can be seen in Table 2.2. Gas production is one of the
best measures of anaerobic digestion progress and stability and is monitored regularly
32

. As this gas is mostly methane, or natural gas, it can be used as fuel for a combustion

engine used to pump water, operate blowers, and generate electricity 1. Due to the
corrosive properties of gaseous residuals, like H2S, the gas must be cleaned in a
scrubber before use 1. Gas production rates can be affected by other operational
parameters such as organic loading rate, pH, and temperature.
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The pH of the system should be well-monitored due to its inherent connection to the
biological activity occurring during the anaerobic digestion process. Each group of
bacteria have a different optimal pH range. Methane producing bacteria are the most
sensitive to changes in pH, with an optimum between 6.5 and 7.2 26, 28, 33. Other bacteria
present in the anaerobic digester are less sensitive and can function between pH values
0f 4.0 - 8.5 26, 28, 34.

Other parameters such as nutrient concentrations and concentrations of intermediate
digestion products, specifically NH4+ and organic acids, and their effects on different
groups of microbes are discussed in detail later.

2.3 Primary Processes of Anaerobic Digestion
Anaerobic digestion consists of a series of events that converts organic material into
methane, carbon dioxide, and new cells. This process is microbially mediated by a
highly diverse and complex microbial community. At least 300 different species of
bacteria are found in the feces of a single individual, which create the microbial density
observed in anaerobic digester, typically with greater than 1016 cells per milliliter of
digestate 2. Most of the organisms present in anaerobic digesters are strict anaerobes,
meaning that they will die in the presence of free molecular oxygen 35, 36. This complex
mixture of sensitive, specialized bacteria and archaea carry out the four stages of
anaerobic digestion involving hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis, and finally,
methanogenesis (Fig 2.2) 26.

Hydrolysis consists of the breakdown of large organic matter through reactions with
water to produce simple, soluble organic compounds

26, 37

. The second step of the

process, acidogenesis, converts these simple organic compounds to volatile acids, such
as acetate, propionate, and butyrate 2. The third, acetogenesis, continues to degrade
these organic compounds into acetate, one of the primary metabolites for methane
generation 1. The final step, methanogenesis, involves the production of methane and
carbon dioxide gas. 2
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Figure 2.2: The anaerobic digestion process. Numbers indicate the bacterial groups involved:
1. Hydrolytic and acidogenic (fermentative) bacteria 2. Acetogenic bacteria 3. Homoacetogenic bacteria 4. Hydrogenotrophic methanogens 5. Acetoclastic methanogens. Adapted
from 38.

2.3.1 Hydrolysis
Hydrolysis is the first step in the anaerobic digestion process. Polymeric organic matter,
mostly insoluble, is decomposed into simple monomeric compounds, typically soluble
39

. These transformations include those of proteins, carbohydrates, and fats to amino

acids, sugars, and long-chain fatty acids. These reactions occur due to extracellular
enzymes known as hydrolases (Table 2.3) produce by hydrolytic bacteria

40

. Each

specific enzyme only degrades a specific group of substrates, so it is crucial to ensure
that the necessary enzymes are available 2.
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Table 2.3: Examples of common hydrolysis products, enzymes, and associated bacteria.
Adapted from 2.

Hydrolysis is considered the rate limiting step of anaerobic digestion of semi-solid
wastes such as sewage sludge, whereas methanogenesis is considered rate-limiting for
soluble substrates

38, 41, 42

. Hydrolysis is dependent on the particulate matter fed. If a

certain particulate matter results in slow rates of reaction, the production of substrates
for subsequent steps in the digestion process will also be slowed. The anaerobic
digestion process relies upon available, soluble organic compounds, either through
hydrolysis or cell death, in order to proceed 41. Thus, if hydrolysis is rate-limited, the
availability of soluble substrates will be hindered, slowing the entire anaerobic
digestion process. This indicates that hydrolysis, the first step, thus controls the success
of the digestion process and biogas production 41, 43. Previous studies have shown a lack
of hydrolysis products indicating that hydrolysis is the step responsible for a slowdown
of digestion processes and significant lag times during start-up 39, 41, 44.

2.3.2 Acidogenesis
During the second step of the process, acidogenesis, monomeric organic compounds
produced during hydrolysis are further degraded. Acidification products typically
consist of volatile fatty acids, acetate and larger organic acids such as propionate and
butyrate, as well as H2, CO2, lactic acid, ethanol, and ammonia 45. The free energy of
acidogenic reactions is the highest of all the anaerobic digestion steps, resulting in ten
to twentyfold higher bacterial growth rates, and fivefold higher bacterial yields and
conversion rates compared to methanogens (Table 2.4) 38.
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Table 2.4: A comparison of average kinetic properties of acidogens and methanogens 38. Y
represents the bacterial in gVSS/gCOD available to the cell. Ks represents the half-velocity
constant, or the concentration of substrate when µ, the growth rate is half its max, µm.

Acidogenesis is a very common reaction performed by a large variety of hydrolytic and
non-hydrolytic microorganisms 38. Major groups within the Bacteroidetes phylum have
been identified as key producers of volatile fatty acids involved in the anaerobic
digestion process. The Cytophaga and Firmicutes groups are major producers of
butyrate, while Firmicutes have been attributed to propionate production, as well

46

.

Although some acidogens have been identified, relevant literature on the acidogenic
stage is still scarce, especially surrounding reactors fed with a real mixture of primary
and secondary sludges with high total and volatile solids loadings 42.
𝐶6 𝐻12 𝑂6 ↔ 2𝐶𝐻3 𝐶𝐻2 𝑂𝐻 + 2𝐶𝑂2

Equation 2.1

𝐶6 𝐻12 𝑂6 + 2𝐻2 ↔ 2𝐶𝐻3 𝐶𝐻2 𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 + 2𝐻2 𝑂

Equation 2.2

𝐶6 𝐻12 𝑂6 ↔ 3𝐶𝐻3 𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻

Equation 2.3

Equations 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 represent three typical acidogenesis reactions 47. In Eq. 2.1,
glucose is converted to ethanol, Eq. 2.2 shows the conversion of glucose to propionate,
and in Eq. 3.3, glucose is transformed into acetic acid. This transitions can cause reactor
pH to drop which may be favorable for organisms who prefer more acidic
environments. Depending on reactor conditions, pyruvic acid production through
glucose metabolism, as well as H2 concentrations, a range of C1-C4 compounds may
be produced 47.

2.3.3 Acetogenesis
The third stage of anaerobic digestion, acetogenesis, is where acids (acetate,
propionate, butyrate, etc.) made during acidogenesis are further degraded into acetate
and hydrogen gas2. This process is completed through two different groups of
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acetogenic organisms. Homoacetogens are able to utilize H2 and CO2 to produce acetate
as their only fermentation product 48. On the other hand, syntrophic acetogens have a
wider range of abilities. They are able to transform propionate and larger organic acids
into acetate, CO2, and H2

37, 47

. Out of the potential substrates for acetogenesis,

propionate and butyrate are the most important, as they are key intermediates in the
anaerobic digestion process 38. However, other compounds such as lactate, ethanol, H2,
and CO2 can be converted to acetate 38. These reactions are heavily dependent on H2
partial pressure in the system. It has been observed that if H2 is kept to a minimum,
acetate will be the main product, however, if H2 is allowed to accumulate, reduced
products such as propionate and butyrate will appear 38, 47. This relationship is discussed
later in more detail surrounding the methanogenic niche.

2.3.3.1 Homoacetogens
Homoacetogens produce only acetate as a fermentation product, a key precursor
molecule for methanogenesis 48. They are also capable of utilizing H2 and CO2 and play
an important role in perpetuating the anaerobic digestion process. While most
acetogens are in the phylum Firmicutes, like Clostridium aceticum, acetogens also
include Spirochaetes, deltaproteobacteria, and acidobacteria 48-51.

Due to their unique process, these organisms can either compete directly with
hydrogenotrophic methanogens for H2, allowing them to then produce acetate, acting
as a syntrophic partner for acetogenic methanogens 48.

2.3.3.2 Syntrophic Acetogens
Syntrophic acetogens are known to transform propionate and other larger organic acids
to acetate, CO2, and H2 47. They are an important component of the digester community
because of their ability to utilize higher order organic acids to produce acetate, a key
methanogenesis substrate37,

47

. Syntrophic degradation is thermodynamically

unfavorable on its own and depends on their syntrophic partner, the methanogens, to
utilize acetate and hydrogen to make the reaction favorable (Table 2.5)52-54. Their
presence can also be caused by homoacetogenic activity, which is capable of driving
the H2 partial pressure low enough limit to shift the favorability of the reaction 52.
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Table 2.5: H2 production and consumption pathways and free energies. Adapted from 52.

2.3.4 Methanogenesis
The final step in the anaerobic digestion process, methanogenesis, is the conversion of
simple substrates to methane 55. Methane is produced by methanogens, a unique, highly
specialized group of Archaea 47. These organisms are morphologically diverse and cells
can diameters can range between 0.1-15µm 2. The majority of methane produced in an
anaerobic digester is due to the utilization of acetate and hydrogen by acetoclastic and
hydrogenotrophic methanogens, respectively 56. Acetoclastic methanogens can cleave
acetate to produce methane and carbon dioxide while hydrogenotrophic methanogens
reduce carbon dioxide with hydrogen to produce methane

57

. Methylotrophic

methanogens, although scarce, can utilize methanol and methylamines to produce
methane. Presently, only Methanosarcina spp. are able to utilize all three pathways,
making them capable of metabolizing up to nine different substrates 58. A comparison
of these three pathways can be seen in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Pathways of methanogenesis. Reactions of hydrogenotrophic (solid black lines),
methylotrophic (dashed black lines), and acetoclastic (grey lines) methanogenesis are shown.
The number of electrons transferred in each redox reaction is listed next to the appropriate
arrows. Numbers in blue are the energy yield of each reaction (ΔG°’, kJ/mol). Bold italicized
numbers are for reactions important to energy conservation or energy depletion. MFR,
methanofuran; H4MPT, H4MPT, tetrahydromethanopterin; HS-CoM, coenzyme M; HS-CoB,
coenzyme B; F420H2, reduced form of the electron carrying coenzyme F420. 57, 59-61

Methanogens have highly specific substrate and growth condition requirements, often
making them the limiting group of the entire anaerobic digestion process 58. Table 2.6
highlights the limited number of substrates that methanogens can utilize.
Hydrogenotrophic methanogens can only use H2, CO2, and formate, acetoclastic
methanogens utilize acetate, while methylotrophic methanogens can use methylated
compounds 55, 57, 58.
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Table 2.6: Characteristics of selected species of methanogens. Adapted from 58.

It is estimated that 70% of methane produce during anaerobic digestion is from
metabolized acetate, depending on reactor conditions 38, 62-65. However, both groups of
methane producers are important as it has been shown that high levels of hydrogen and
organic acids inhibit acetogenesis and methanogenesis 2.

2.3.4.1 Acetoclastic Methanogens
Acetoclastic methanogens “split” acetate into methane and carbon dioxide, which can
be used by hydrogenotrophic methanogens, along with H2, to produce methane 2. This
group of organisms are responsible for approximately two-thirds of methane produced
biologically on Earth 56. These methanogens are able to reduce both the carbon dioxide,
using hydrogen as an electron donor, and decarboxylate acetate to form methane 38.
Despite the diversity of methanogens, Methanosaeta and Methanosarcina are the only
two genera recognized as acetoclastic methanogens capable of producing methane from
acetate

56, 66-68

. Methanosaeta is strictly acetoclastic and can use only acetate as a

substrate, however, Methanosarcina is capable of using all three pathways of
methanogenesis and diverse substrates

56, 66, 69, 70

. This second pathway utilized by

Methanosarcina is likely responsible for the majority of acetoclastic methanogens on
Earth due to its favorable kinetics and the metabolic and physiological diversity of
Methanosarcina 56, 71.
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Figure 2.4: Monod growth curves of acetoclastic methanogens Methanosarcina spp. and
Methanosaeta spp. Adapted from 38.

However, during anaerobic digestion, Methanosaeta are commonly considered more
prevalent as they are more kinetically competitive in environments with low acetate
concentration (<1mM), which is typical of a stable anaerobic digestion process 66, 72-74.
Despite this fact, Methanosarcina still play an important role in anaerobic digestion
stability. Populations of Methanosarcina are believed to be more predominant at higher
acetate concentrations, which are observed in unstable anaerobic digesters66, 69, 72.

In comparison with the other potential methanogenesis pathways, acetoclastic
methanogens have longer doubling times than their hydrogenotrophic counter parts and
are more sensitive to the accumulation of hydrogen, causing them to rely upon
hydrogen using bacteria and archaea in order to maintain a role in the anaerobic
digestion process 2, 47, 75, 76.

2.3.4.2 Hydrogenotrophic Methanogens
Hydrogenotrophic methanogens are able to use hydrogen and carbon dioxide to
produce methane. This process typically only occurs when H2 is available in the reactor,
although formic acid and some alcohols may also be used as an electron donor to reduce
CO2 47, 77, 78. These organisms can also use CO, which is first oxidized to CO2, and then
reduced to CH4 2. Hydrogenotrophic organisms are the fastest growing of the
methanogens with doubling times one fifth those of their acetoclastic counterparts
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(Table2.5)

38

. This is primarily due to the increased kinetic favorability of the

hydrogenotrophic reaction as well as the increased substrate affinity (Table 2.5).

Table 2.7: A comparison of kinetic properties of acetoclastic and hydrogenotrophic
methanogens. Adapted from 38.ΔG°’ is the free energy change of a reaction under standard
conditions. The µmax is the maximum specific growth rate of an organism while Td is the time
it takes for a cell to double, or its double time. Ks represents the substrate concentration when
the organism’s growth rate is equal to half of µmax.

The activity of hydrogenotrophic methanogens is important for the stability of the
anaerobic digestion process because they metabolize H2 and CO2, thus maintaining the
H2 partial pressure at a level that allows for stable acetogenesis

58, 79

. This group of

methanogens have been attributed to helping maintain anaerobic digester stability
despite process upsets 38, 76. This is largely due to the fact that these organisms are more
resistant to environmental changes compared to acetoclastic methanogens

47, 76, 79, 80

.

An example of this was seen in a reactor under high ammonia stress. It was observed
that acetoclastic methanogens were inhibited and acetate was converted to H2 and CO2
by homoacetogenic bacteria, instead of methane

76, 81, 82

. This then allowed the

hydrogenotrophic methanogens to utilize the acetate produced during acetogenesis.

2.3.4.3 Methylotrophic Methanogens
Methylotrophic methanogens can use C-1 substrates, such as methanol, methylamines,
and methylated sulfides, to produce CH4 2, 58, 83. The only organisms capable of doing
this belong to the order Methanosarcinales, with one exception, Methanosphaera
species 83, 84 . Typically, the electrons needed to reduce the methyl groups are obtained
from the oxidation of additional methyl groups to CO2

83

. Within this group of

methanogens, certain species are restricted metabolically to only use H2 to reduce
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methyl groups and some are restricted to specific substrates, such as methanol or
methylamines only 83, 85.
2.3.5 The Methanogenic Niche
Due to the dependence on hydrogen in anaerobic digestion systems, methanogens and
acetogens are closely linked 38, 58, 79. During stable anaerobic digester operation,
hydrogen partial pressures are kept extremely low which ensures the occurrence of
acetogenic reactions, especially the degradation of reduced organic acids, such as
propionate and butyrate 38.

Figure 2.5: Gibbs free energy change versus H2 partial pressure plot highlighting the
methanogenic niche and the role that H2 partial pressure plays in determining acetogenesis
products. Adapted from 38.

The sensitivity of the syntrophic relationship between acetogens and methanogens is
illustrated in Figure 2.3. As hydrogen producing acetogens degrade larger organic
acids, and consequently produce H2, they are potentially inhibiting their own activity
as well as the activity of methanogens 86. Thus, the system is heavily dependent on the
consumption of hydrogen by hydrogenotrophic methanogens and homoacetogens in
order to keep the reaction potential favorable

87

. A properly functioning anaerobic

digester operates at a hydrogen partial pressure between 10 -4 and 10-6 atm

38

. This

relationship indicates that the degradation of larger organic acids is largely dependent
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on the activity of the hydrogen consuming organisms like methanogenic bacteria and
syntrophic acetogens 86.

2.5 Anaerobic Co-Digestion
Recent importance has been placed on the water-energy-food nexus which aims to
connect the three major sectors of urban life and develop sustainably 3. Anaerobic
digestion sits prominently in the nexus due to its ability to digest organic matter (food
waste) and produce usable fertilizer and methane, a renewable energy source 4, 5. It is
also a key piece of the wastewater treatment process

1, 6

. Anaerobic co-digestion has

the potential to reduce the environmental impacts of archaic energy production methods
and to reduce emissions associated with landfills and fertilizer production 4.

Anaerobic co-digestion is the digestion of municipal sludge along with another
substrate (e.g. food waste, yard waste, mixed fats, oils, and greases) to increase biogas
production. It is estimated by the US EPA that over 80% of municipalities flare excess
biogas produced during anaerobic digestion 4. The recovery of biogas from a typical
anaerobic digester can recover 20-40% of the energy required for normal operation of
a wastewater treatment plant that uses activated sludge for treatment 8. Fat, oil, and
grease (FOG) collected from restaurant grease traps has been shown to increase biogas
production by over 30% and may allow a wastewater treatment plant to meet over 50%
of their electricity demand with on-site generation

5, 9-11

. Despite reported benefits of

co-digestion, a slew of operational challenges have been identified such as inhibition
of key populations, digester foaming, blockages of pipes and pumps, and clogging of
gas collection systems 11.

2.5.1 Sources of Waste
Anaerobic co-digestion could serve to provide a catch-all for a variety of waste streams,
especially those that are problematic for disposal in landfills. Sewage sludge, that
which is produced at wastewater treatment facilities, is the second main substrate for
anaerobic co-digestion, after animal manure 88. Historically, the primary co-substrate
fed alongside sewage sludge has been food waste, or organic fraction of municipal solid
waste, with FOG becoming more popular between 2010 and 2013 88.
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Food waste is one of the largest contributors to municipal solid waste with an estimated
1.3 billion tons of food, 32% of all food produced in the world, lost or wasted in 2009
89, 90

. Landfilling is the least desirable option for dealing with food waste because of

odors, groundwater contamination, and greenhouse gas emissions

90

. This makes

anaerobic digestion a promising technology to convert food waste to usable
alternatives, such as methane, a renewable source of energy. The term “food waste”
encompasses a variety of substrates ranging from sugars to carbohydrates to
proteinaceous material

91, 92

. The large diversity in substrate composition has created

an interest in improving the structure and function of the anaerobic digestion process
through changes in reactor design (Table 2.8) 31, 92-98. Another way to improve methane
yields of diverse substrates is through pre-treatment steps. Physical pre-treatments
include mechanical options, like grinding and particle size based methods, as well as
heat treatments, which aim to disintegrate membranes to increase hydrolysis rates
102

99-

. Biological pretreatments include inoculation of specific microorganisms and

enzymes to improve the rate of anaerobic digestion 103, 104.

Table 2.8: Examples of different anaerobic technologies used to digest food wastes. Adapted
from 92.

Green waste is also becoming increasingly popular, especially as a way to stabilize codigestion of food waste due to the variability of food waste’s carbon to nitrogen ratio
92, 105, 106

. This waste stream widely available year round and makes up a significant

portion of municipal solid waste 94, 107. Leaves and yard waste are typically composted,
but the energy stored in these materials is lost to respiration. Yard waste may help to
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improve the economics of anaerobic digestion, especially because of the low costs
associated with these materials 94, 107, 108.

In agricultural areas, where corn stover and wheat straw are common byproducts, there
is large potential for anaerobic co-digestion. Issues with green waste, or lignocellulosic
biomass, have to do with the recalcitrant nature of the lignin shield around the
carbohydrates

109

. Co-digestion of these materials is typically limited by the rate of

hydrolysis. Due to the slower nature of codigestion of these materials, solid-state
anaerobic digestion (solids content greater than 15%) has become the dominant
technology to convert lignocellulosic biomass to biogas 107.

The range of feedstock for biogas production spans from animal waste to food waste
and beyond, all of which have the potential to improve biogas production via anaerobic
co-digestion

110

. Mixed FOG has the highest potential for increasing biogas, and

specific methane, potential through anaerobic co-digestion due to the biogas production
potential of lipids compared to other classes of substrates (Table 2.9) 11, 88, 110.

Table 2.9: Potential biogas production and methane content from different classes of
substrates. Adapted from 110.

2.5.2 Co-Digestion of Mixed Fats, Oils, and Greases
The term FOG is used to define the layer of fatty material from wastewater generated
during cooking and food processing as well as waste collected in restaurant grease
traps. It is estimated that 5.9 billion gallons of FOG are generated annually in the United
States

11, 111

. Due to the high energy potential of FOG, it has energy value-added

potential for use in incineration, biodiesel production, and anaerobic codigestion

11

.

Studies have shown that FOG has a methane yield potential per gram VS that is 250%
- 350% greater than wastewater sludge itself 112.
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Mixed FOG, or grease trap waste (GTW), typically has a higher methane potential than
municipal wastewater sludge as well as other classes of substrates (Table 7)
Anaerobic digestion of fat has a theoretical yield of 1430 mL biogas/g

110

11, 110

.

, which is

approximately 1.5 times larger than that of carbohydrates and proteins alone.
Unfortunately, this theoretical gas production potential is often not met when tested
empirically. Batch bottle experiments have been performed to determine the methane
potential of FOG to be in the range of 909-1404 mL/g VS reduced 9, 10, 113. However,
batch bottle studies are not always representative of the methane production potential
of a continuous system due to potential instability. In a continuous system, yield ranged
845-928 mL CH4/ g VSin but similar loading rates to those tested in batch could not
reach stable methane production 9. Another continuous study performing co-digestion
of grease trap waste and primary solids was able to reach an OLR of 3.46 g/L/d but
specific methane yield was only 509.3 ml/g VS 10. This variation is dependent upon the
FOG itself, chosen operational parameters, as well as the native microbial community
which can vary geographically 5, 9, 11, 113.

In all cases, co-digestion of FOG increased the gas production, although the increases
vary drastically based on the FOG loading rate, reactor configuration, mixing intensity,
and potentially other variables

11

. These variations are seen in large-scale facilities

implementing FOG codigestion successfully across the US, Canada, and Europe
113

10, 12,

. Examples of the varied improvements in biogas production and loading rates at full

scale facilities can be seen in Table 2.8.
Table 2.10: Examples of FOG co-digestion full scale implementation. Adapted from 11.
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Despite this great potential, FOG codigestion presents operational concerns
surrounding inhibition of important acetogenic and methanogenic organisms due to
long chain fatty acids (LCFAs), sludge flotation, and foaming

11, 13, 14, 114, 115

. LCFA

inhibition is one of the key inhibition mechanisms of methanogenic activity within
FOG codigestion processes 88, 116, 117. LCFAs are the primary component of FOG and
are degraded via the β-oxidation pathway to acetate and H2 110, 118. They can hinder the
anaerobic digestion process at high concentrations by negatively affecting a variety of
process parameters 11.

2.5.3 Indicators of Failure
From an operational viewpoint, anaerobic co-digestion of high-strength lipid wastes,
like FOG, have a wide assortment of operational challenges

119

. These challenges

include inhibition of acetoclastic and methanogenic organisms, transport limitations,
digester foaming, as well as clogging of gas and sludge pipes, pumps, and collection
and handling systems 13, 14, 114, 115.

These challenges limit the widespread application of anaerobic co-digestion, despite
the associate economic incentive associated with the use of excess biogas to generate
electricity

44

. Due to these operational challenges, the need for improved process

monitoring has come to light. The following difficulties in monitoring anaerobic
digestion have been highlighted recently: highly nonlinear behavior, load disturbances,
system uncertainties, and limited online measurement information. Process models for
these systems have limited success because they often focus on the regulation of a
single substrate without taking into account operating conditions as well 119-122.
Table 2.11: Indicators of unstable anaerobic digesters. Adapted from 2.
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The most commonly monitored process parameters include pH, VFA, alkalinity, biogas
production, and methane content 32, 123, 124. Typically multiple process parameters will
change during a process upset (Table 2.9). Accumulation of VFAs is usually seen
occurring alongside another indicator such as ammonia accumulation or a decrease in
methane content

125, 126

. Despite these co-occurrences, there is still no early warning

indicator index that is universal for a variety of reactors and operating conditions

127

.

Reactor success is typically evaluated based on the OLR, methane yield, and VS
removal while reactor upset is typically indicated by VFAs along with other parameters
specific to an individual anaerobic digester.

2.5.3.1 Shifts in pH
Enzymatic activity and digester performance are both influenced by the pH of the
system. Normal enzymatic activity of acidogens occurs above a pH of 5, but typical
enzymatic activity of methanogens is favorable in the pH range of 6.8-7.2 2, 128. Most
methanogenic communities seem to be dominated by neutrophilic species (Table 2.4)
58, 129

. In a healthy digester, the production of VFAs will initially consume alkalinity,

but as the methanogens convert the VFAs to methane and carbon dioxide, alkalinity
will be returned through bicarbonate and carbonate alkalinity

119, 130

. Degradation of

organic-nitrogen compounds, such as amino acids and proteins, will result in
production of carbon dioxide, resulting in additional sources of alkalinity 2.

A consistent source of alkalinity is important in the anaerobic digestion process.
Experimental results have indicated that anaerobic digesters may not be able to be
driven back to normal operation after a drastic drop in pH caused by VFA accumulation
119

. It has also been determined that pH is not an ideal parameter to base digester success

on due to the differing buffering capacities of wastewater 122, 131, 132. The pH can only
be used as a process indicator in systems with low buffering capacity, otherwise the
high alkalinity of a system will dampen changes in pH, making alkalinity the preferable
parameter to monitor 119, 131.
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2.5.3.2 Volatile Fatty Acid Accumulation
The degradation of organic substrates can lead to rapid acidification of an anaerobic
digester at high OLR values due to an imbalance of acidogenesis and acetogenesis 105.
Acidogens and acetogens have much faster kinetic properties than their methanogenic
counterparts (Table 2.5) allowing for a fast conversion of substrate to VFAs before the
methanogenic population is able to sufficiently increase in order to metabolize the
acetate produced 128.

The presence of a relative high concentration of short chain organic acids, or volatile
fatty acids, such as acetate, propionate, and butyrate causes a decrease in digester
alkalinity and a drop in pH

2, 105, 128

. Most VFAs themselves are not toxic as they are

usually used as substrates in an active digester 128. However, a decline in methanogenic
activity due to process upset can produce an accumulation of VFAs, which can result
in a negative feedback loop, further inhibiting methanogenic activity and leading to
process failure 88, 128.

The composition of VFAs present has a significant influence on the reactor
performance 128, 133. Propionate accumulation has been identified as the most toxic with
signs of toxicity seen at a variety of conditions depending on reactor parameters 2, 134136

. One study showed varied specific methanogenic activity (SMA) with pure VFA

substrates as well as mixtures. Reactors fed pure acetate and butyrate had a higher SMA
than pure propionate, as well as higher total gas production

133

. Butyrate provides a

greater energy gain from degradation than propionate and is more easily degraded in
anaerobic digestion systems

128

. The addition of butyrate has been shown to increase

SMA when propionate inhibition appears to be occurring

133

. Another study

demonstrated that there are varying tolerances for acetate, propionate, and butyrate that
they found to be 6000 mg/L, 4000 mg/L, and 8000 mg/L, respectively

137

. The

propionate to acetate ratio has also been used as a potential indicator of digester upset
122

. A P/A ratio of 1.4 and/or an acetate concentration of 800 mg/L were used as

predictors of digester upset with a high success rate when testing different loading rates
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122

. Empirical results demonstrate the large variability in threshold values, making it

difficult to create a universal indicator of digester failure.

2.5.3.3 Ammonia Accumulation
Ammonia (NH3) and the ammonium ion (NH4+) are the most significant inhibitors
when accumulated in an anaerobic digester

138

. Reduced forms of nitrogen may be

produced during the anaerobic degradation of organic nitrogen compounds such as
amino acids and proteins 2. Free ammonia nitrogen (NH3) is the most toxic of the
ammonia species due to its ability to penetrate the cell membrane of bacteria and cause
proton imbalance, increase maintenance energy requirements, change intracellular pH,
and inhibit specific enzyme reactions

53, 139

. Some ammonia/ammonium is beneficial

for bacterial growth, but undesirably high levels can be reached during the breakdown
of proteins from a given substrate 138.

With increasing pH, the amount of free ammonia increases, and conversely, a decrease
in pH increase the amount of ammonium ions. Free ammonia is toxic to methanogens,
especially those that are not acclimated to elevated concentrations

2, 138-140

. The exact

amount of free ammonia that will cause toxicity is dependent on operational parameters
like alkalinity, temperature, and sludge retention time and is highly variable between
digester systems

138

. Ammonia inhibition effects on microorganisms in biological

treatments have been reported to be in the range of 1,500-5,000 mg/L as total ammonia
nitrogen 139, 141-144.

Although relatively high concentrations of free ammonia may be toxic to methanogens,
the damage may be reversible and potentially “self-correcting”. The inhibition of
methanogenic activity causes an accumulation of VFAs which, in turn, decrease the
pH. This decrease in pH converts a portion of the ammonia into ammonium ions,
alleviating the toxicity and allowing for potential digester recovery

2, 138

. High

concentrations of ammonium have been shown to cause a shift from acetoclastic
methanogenesis to hydrogenotrophic. Once VFA acids were decreased due to their use
by homoacetogenic bacteria and subsequently hydrogenotrophic methanogens, the
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methanogenic population shifted back to predominantly acetoclastic due to their ability
to thrive at low substrate concentrations

76, 145

. Typically, though, it is observed that

ammonia in conjunction with another indicator of failure, such as an accumulation of
VFAs, is the cause of digester upset 138, 141.

2.5.2 Process Limitations
2.5.2.1 Methods of Intensification
Anaerobic co-digestion operations typically operate at lower than their maximum
organic loading capacity for fear of digester upset. To achieve anaerobic digestion of a
new substrate, the sludge from an established reactor digesting one substrate must be
adapted to the new substrate 146. This adaptation period can be done through different
loading regimes of which there are a few. Initially, reactor performance and stability
was thought to be better when FOG was fed continuously, rather than in batches 11, 15.
Intermittent feedings, such as cycles ranging from 24 to 144h of equal feeding and nonfeeding periods have been explored with some success

147, 148

. Stepwise acclimations,

potentially the most common at full-scale facilities, have been studied for a variety of
substrates including glycerol, food waste, and FOG

93, 146, 149

. Shock loadings,

instantaneous changes in OLR, can potentially create a need for longer recovery times
compared to stepwise loading regimes 150.

In order to operate optimally, effective acclimation procedures and microbial ecology
based engineering principles should be established for specific waste streams with codigestion potential. Further research is necessary to determine the best method of
acclimation and operation for co-digestion anaerobic digesters 11.

2.5.2.2 Source Variability
Intrinsic source variability also contributes to the conservative operational regimes
employed currently and can produce unintended shock loadings. Source variability
stems from the seasonality and availability of co-substrates, such as FOG, making it
difficult to maintain a constant OLR in co-digestion systems

149, 151

. This variability

comes not only from the source, the type of restaurant or food service establishment
(Table 2.12), but also from the way the digester is loaded and the cleaning frequency
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of pumps and distribution lines to the anaerobic digester

11, 12

. Due to these intrinsic

sources of variability, a broader characterization of FOG is needed to establish better
predictions of the digestibility of this substrate 11.
Table 2.12: Characterization of a variety of FOG samples. Adapted from 11.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODS
3.1 Seed Culture and Substrates
3.1.1 Seed Anaerobic Digestate
Anaerobic digestate seed was acquired from the Corvallis wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP) in Corvallis, OR. Their anaerobic digester treats only municipal waste under
mesophilic conditions with a 30 day solids retention time (SRT). The digestate sample
was taken at the WWTP and was then transported back to Oregon State University
(OSU) where it was immediately used to inoculate reactors and kept under anaerobic
conditions.

3.1.2 Influent Recycled Activated Sludge
Recycled activated sludge (RAS) was acquired from the Corvallis WWTP. It was
sampled directly from the RAS pipeline returning to the activated sludge basins. The
RAS was then transported back to OSU where it was thickened to five times the original
VS content via centrifugation at 5,000 rpm for 10 minutes (final VS content was
approximately 17g/L). The thickened RAS was stored at 4C prior to use.

3.1.3 Mixed Fats, Oils, and Greases
The fats, oils, and greases (FOG) mixture, sourced from local food service
establishments, was obtained from the FOG receiving station at the Gresham WWTP
in Gresham, OR and was stored at 4C prior to use. To achieve higher OLRs, the FOG
was dewatered by allowing it to naturally settle and separate at room temperature, at
which point the water phase was removed. To further thicken the FOG, a 1L bottle of
FOG was submerged in a 50°C water bath for 10 minutes encouraging further phase
separation. The bottle of FOG was then removed, allowed to cool to room temperature
for 6 hours, and the water phase was removed.
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3.2 Step-Wise Loading Study
3.2.1 Reactor Design
This study was carried out in two continuously stirred tank reactors, R1 and R2, each
with a working volume of 1.5L and an operating temperature of 37C. The temperature
was kept constant by circulating hot water outside of the reactors. Each reactor was
equipped with a liquid sampling port, a gas sampling port, and a baffled, magnetic stir
bar.

Prior to inoculation, both reactors were leak tested by pressurizing them with N2 gas
and placing them underwater to ensure that the systems would remain anaerobic
throughout the entirety of the study. Immediately following inoculation of the reactors
with the seed anaerobic digestate, the reactors were sparged with N2 gas for 30 min to
ensure that the headspace was anaerobic.

Table 3.1: A summary of the pumps, flow rates, and programmed periods of operation for the
different substrates and phases throughout the duration of the step-wise experiment. Total time
spent on is reported for the anaerobic DI H2O pump as it was on a timer and operated every 4
hours. *C denotes that the syringe pump was operated continuously.

Influent RAS was stored in a 250mL glass Wheaton bottle open to the atmosphere. The
influent RAS was mixed at approximately 40rpm and a piece of Styrofoam was placed
between the Wheaton bottle and the stir plate to eliminate any evaporation potential
caused by the heat generated by the stir plate.
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Both the influent RAS and the reactor effluent were pumped using Masterflex L/S
series programmable peristaltic pumps. The influent pump was fitted with a Masterflex
Easy-Load II pump head and size 15 Masterflex tubing. The effluent pump was fitted
with a Masterflex L/S two-channel Easy-Load II pump head and size 14 Masterflex
tubing. Both pumps operated hourly. Flow rates and programmed on times for each
pump and phase can be seen in Table 9.

FOG was supplied to the FOG reactor using a KdScientific Legato 200 syringe pump
fitted with two 30mL BD plastic syringes. The syringe pump was operated
continuously following the flow rates shown in Table 9.

Anaerobic DI water was supplied to the control reactor via a Masterflex peristaltic
pump console drive (#7521-50) fit with a Masterflex L/S 6-roller cartridge pump head
(#7519-20) and a Masterflex micro cartridge (#7519-85). This peristaltic pump was on
a light timer set to pump every 4 hours (6 programmed on periods). The programmed
on time changed for phases 1-4 as follows: 4min on for all programs, 5 min on for all
programs, 6 min on for 5 programs and 7 min on for 1 program, 8 min on for 4 programs
and 9 min on for 2 programs, respectively.

Figure 3.1: A schematic of the reactor plumbing and the liquid displacement gas metering
system used throughout the step-wise and shock loading experiments.
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Reactor mixing during the experiment was performed by a baffled, magnetic stir bar at
approximately 60 rpm. The volume of gas production was measured using a liquid
displacement gas metering system. The gas line was fed into an inverted graduated
cylinder filled with water. Water displaced was assumed to equal gas produced.

3.2.2 Operational Phases
The reactors were operated for a total of 76 days divided into 5 phases in order to study
the effect of digester productivity at different organic loading rates. Table 10 shows an
overview of the operational parameters during each phase of the experiment.

Table 3.2: Overview of process parameters for the step-wise loading experiment. Values
presented are the average values over each operational phase. Numbers in brackets give 95%
confidence intervals.

During the baseline phase, only activated sludge from the Corvallis WWTP was fed to
both reactors in order to achieve a baseline biogas production rate without the influence
of co-digestion. During phases 1 through 4, R1 was fed a mixture of secondary sludge
and FOG, 1:1 (v/v%), in order to assess the effects of co-digestion, while R2 was
maintained as a control and was fed a mixture of secondary sludge and anaerobic DI
water, 1:1 (v/v %).

The influent ratios remained constant throughout the experiment, while the HRT was
changed to increase OLR. During the baseline phase and phases 1, 2, 3, and 4, the
HRTS were 30, 30, 25, 20, and 15 days, respectively. No observed sediment build up
was observed at the end of the experiment so the working volume of the reactors was
not corrected. The OLR for each phase was calculated using Equation 3.1.
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𝑔 𝑉𝑆
𝐿
(𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒, ) 𝑥 (𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑉𝑆 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝐿 )
𝑑
𝑂𝐿𝑅 =
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒, 𝐿

Equation 3.1

3.2.3 Sampling Procedure
3.2.3.1 Sludge Sampling
Reactor influent, effluent, and gas samples were taken daily Monday through Friday to
measure pH, conductivity, ortho-phosphate, ammonia, total and volatile solids, and
VFA concentrations. Influent samples (~3mL) were taken from the influent bottle
attached to the influent pump. Effluent samples were taken by collecting the pumped
effluent in a clean 15x85mm borosilicate culture tube. The volume of effluent varied
for each HRT studied as follows: a 30d HRT produced 2.1mL effluent, a 25d HRT
produced 2.5mL, a 20d HRT produced 3.1mL, and a 15d HRT produced 4.2mL.

After daily sampling was completed, the sludge samples were centrifuged (5min,
13000rpm). The supernatant was then transferred into a clean microcentrifuge tube.
The supernatant and the sludge pellet were both stored at 4C prior to further analysis.

3.2.3.2 Gas Sampling
Biogas produced during the experiment was collected and quantified using a liquid
displacement gas metering system as described in Section 3.2.1. In times of high gas
production, or while the reactor ran overnight, 1 and 2L gas bags were attached to the
reactor to collect biogas before it spilled over into the liquid displacement system.
An aliquot of the reactor biogas was taken from the reactor’s gas sampling port using
a BD-Multifit reusable gas tight syringe. The aliquot was then transferred to a 2mL
crimp top vial containing steel wool to scrub out any H2S present in the sample. In
order to ensure the vial only contained the sampled aliquot, 8mL of gas was taken so
that it would completely flush out the 2mL crimp top vial. This aliquot was used to
measure the gas composition on a gas chromatograph as described in Section 3.4.5.
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3.3 Shock Loading Study
3.3.1 Reactor Design
This study was carried out using one continuously stirred tank reactor with a working
volume of 1.5 L and an operating temperature of 37C set up as described in Section
3.2.1.

Influent was stored as described in Section 3.2.1.

The same Masterflex pumps were used for both influent RAS and reactor influent.
Tubing was changed to Masterflex 15HPF for this study. Flow rates and the
programmed time on for each pump and phase can be seen in Table 11.

The same Kdscientific syringe pump was used for this study. It was operated
continuously following the flow rates shown in Table 11.

Table 3.3: A summary of the pumps, flow rates, and programmed periods of operation for the
different substrates and phases throughout the duration of the shock loading experiment. *C
denotes that the syringe pump was operated continuously.

3.3.2 Operational Phases
The reactor data shown represents 210 days of operation divided into shock and
recovery phases in order to study the effect of digester productivity following
successive high OLR, shock, events. Table 12 shows an overview of the operational
parameters during each phase of the experiment. OLR was calculated using Equation
3.1.
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Table 3.4: Overview of process parameters during the shock loading experiment. Values
presented are the average values over each operational phase. Numbers in brackets give 95%
confidence intervals.

During the baseline phase, only RAS from the Corvallis WWTP was fed to the reactor
in order to achieve a baseline biogas production rate without the influent of codigestion. The flows were increased to produce an HRT of 15 days for the duration of
the experiment in order to produce faster responses during periods of shock and
recovery.

The reactor saw two different modes throughout the duration of the experiment. Shock
periods were defined as high organic load periods where a mixture of FOG and RAS
was fed while recovery periods were defined as low organic load periods where only
RAS was fed. Shocks were administered at six different times at three different organic
loads. Shock A was administered twice with a mixture of RAS and FOG, 1:1 (v/v %),
which was the lowest organic load. Shock B was administered three times with a
mixture of RAS and FOG, 3:7 (v/v %), which was the second largest organic load.
Shock C was administered once with a mixture of RAS and thickened FOG, 2:8
(v/v %), producing a significantly large organic load. After each shock period ended,
the reactor went into recovery mode until organic acid levels were below 50mg/L and
gas production stabilized.

The HRT remained constant through all shock and recovery periods. No sediment build
up was observed at the end of the experiment so the working volumes of the reactor
was not corrected. The OLR for each phase is based on the VS content of daily influent
samples.
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3.3.3 Sampling Procedures
The sampling procedure described in Section 3.2.3 was followed with one
modification. After the supernatant was separated from the centrifuged sample, it was
stored at -20C for improved sample preservation.

3.4 Analytics
3.4.1 pH and Conductivity
The pH of homogenous sludge samples was taken using a calibrated pH probe (Thermo
Orion 9156BNWP). All pH measurements were taken immediately after the sludge had
been removed from the reactor to avoid any possible equilibration with the surrounding
atmosphere. Measurements were taken in triplicate.

The conductivity of homogenous sludge samples was taken using a calibrated
conductivity probe (VWR 89231-618). Measurements were taken in triplicate.

3.4.2 Ammonium
Dissolved ammonium was measured using a modified 2-phenylphenol method
previously described

152

. Prior to analysis, each supernatant sample was thawed,

thoroughly mixed using a VWR benchtop vortex mixer and was diluted 100x using 990
µL of DI water and 10 µL of sample. For each sample, 25 µL of diluted sample was
combined in a 96-well plate with 175 µL of citrate reagent, 50 µL of 2-phenylphenol
nitroprusside reagent, and 25 µL of buffered hypochlorite reagent. The plate was then
placed into a BioTek Synergy 2 microplate reader. The plate was then incubated at
37C for 15 minutes after which it was shaken on the medium setting for 30 seconds.
Absorbance was then read at 660 nm. Ammonium concentrations were determined
using a 5-point standard calibration curve.

3.4.3 Ortho-Phosphate
Dissolved ortho-phosphate was measured using a modified ascorbic acid colorimetric
assay previously described by the EPA 153 . The assay was scaled-down and adjusted
for use in a 96-well plate. Prior to analysis, each supernatant sample was thawed,
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thoroughly mixed using a VWR benchtop vortex mixer and was diluted 100x using 990
µL of DI water and 10 µL of sample. For each sample, 200 µL of diluted sample was
combined with 10 µL of 11N sulfuric acid, 40 µL of ammonium molybdate-antimony
potassium tartrate reagent, and 20 µL of ascorbic acid reagent. The plate was then
placed into a BioTek Synergy 2 microplate reader. The plate was shaken on the high
setting for three minutes after which the absorbance was read at 650nm. Orthophosphate concentrations were determined using a 4-point standard calibration curve.

3.4.4 Organic Acids
A Dionex 500X high performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC) equipped with an
AD20 UV absorbance detector was used to quantify soluble metabolites produced
including oxalate, formate, acetate, propionate, and butyrate. The HPLC was equipped
with a HiChrom Prevail 5 µm organic acid column (250 x 4.6 mm) and an organic
guard column (4.6 x 7.5 mm) for separation.

Samples from the reactors were thawed and diluted with eluent prior to analysis. The
dilutions were done based on the expected acid concentrations in order to preserve the
column. Each diluted sample was also acidified with one drop of concentrated
phosphoric acid to achieve cleaner chromatography.

The HPLC was run in isocratic mode for 35 minutes per sample with a phosphate eluent
flowrate of 1 ml/min for the first 8 minutes follow by a 1.5 ml/min flowrate for the
following 27 minutes. Blank eluent samples were run every three reactor samples in
order to remove any build up on the column that could provide false positive peaks.
Standard curves were developed for HPLC analysis to measure the aforementioned
organic acids. Standards were first prepared in DI water to prepare a five-point standard
calibration curve. Standard solutions were also spiked into sludge supernatant samples
in order to identify any potential shifts in retention times due to interference of sludge
constituents.
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3.4.5 Gas Composition
The composition of reactor biogas samples was analyzed using an HP-5890 GC thermal
conductivity detector (TCD) with argon carrier gas at a flow rate of 20 mL/min with a
packed column (Supelco 15’ x 1/8” SS support 60/80 Carboxen 1000). The method
was isothermal at 220C. A gas tight Hamilton syringe (1700 series) was used to
manually inject 100 µL of sample on to the TCD. Gas samples were taken from either
a 2 mL crimp top vial or from a batch reactor depending on the experiment.

Standard curves were generated for H2, N2, CH4, and CO2. Ten-point standard curves
for each gas were constructed by injecting 10 µL increments of each pure gas on to the
TCD. The peak areas were then correlated with the mass of each known volume to
produce the standard calibration curves.

3.4.6 Solids Analysis
Total and volatile suspended solids were determined using EPA Method 1684 154. The
pelleted solids were re-suspended in DI water for solids analysis. Homogenous sludge
samples were used when the sample was high in FOG content. The floating nature of
the FOG made centrifugation difficult and would cause for a loss of solids content.
Crucibles were first prepared in a 550 C muffle furnace for one hour and cooled in a
desiccator to ensure the initial tare weight was the dry weight of the crucible (Wtare).
The sludge sample was then put into the dry crucible and was placed in a steam bath
for three hours to evaporate all water in the sample. The crucibles were then cooled in
a desiccator and weighed (Wtotal). The dry sample was then heated to 550 C for one
hour, cooled in a desiccator, and weighed (Wvolatile). These measurements were then
used in Equations 1 and 2 to determine the total (TSS) and volatile suspended solids
(VSS) content of the samples.
(𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑊𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑒 )
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

Equation 3.1

(𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑊𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒 )
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

Equation 3.2

𝑇𝑆𝑆 =
𝑉𝑆𝑆 =
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
4.1 Stepwise Loading Study
This study ran for a total of 76 days divided into 5 phases in order to study the effect
of digester productivity at different OLRs and HRTs. Table 4.1 shows an overview of
the operational parameters during each phase of the experiment.

Table 4.1: Overview of process parameters for the stepwise loading study. Values presented
are the average values over each operational phase. Numbers in brackets give 95% confidence
intervals.

Biogas productivity increased significantly with increased OLR from FOG addition
(Figure 4.1). A 444% increase in biogas production (94 ± 16 to 510 ± 144 mL/L/d) was
observed with an increase in OLR (0.78 ± 0.13 to 1.33 ± 0.04 g/L/d) between the
baseline phase (RAS only) and phase 1 (RAS+FOG). In the FOG reactor, between P1
and P2, biogas production increased by 72% (510 ± 144 to 875 ± 129 mL/L/d) with an
increase in OLR (1.33 ± 0.04 to 1.62 ± 0.02). Between P2 and P3, biogas production
increased by 91% (875 ± 129 to 1669 ± 179 mL/L/d) with an increase in OLR (1.62 ±
0.02 to 1.92 ± 0.05 g/L/d). However, P4 saw no significant increase (p = 0.602) in
biogas production even with a significant increase in OLR (p =8.8E-17).
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Figure 4.1: Plots showing biogas productivity, biogas yield, and OLR for the duration of the
stepwise loading study. Plots on the left show individual data points over time for each of the
5 phases denoted by vertical black lines for both the control and FOG reactors. Plots on the
right show average values for each individual phase. Biogas yield and productivity averages
exclude data from the first 72 hours of each phase to remove process instability. Error bars
represent the 95% confidence interval.

This trend was also seen in the methane productivity and specific methane yield (Figure
4.2). In the FOG reactor, a linear increase in methane productivity was seen until P4,
where productivity did not significantly differ from P3 (p=0.5285), despite the
significant increase in OLR (p = 8.9E-17). The FOG reactor’s specific methane yield
was substantially higher than that of the control reactor during all phases, although the
difference was not significant during P1 (p= 0.0597). The specific methane yield
obtained in BL was 40.2 ± 3.8 mL CH4/g VS for both reactors. The yield increased
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once FOG was introduced as a co-substrate at the same HRT (P1) to 222 ± 130 mL
CH4/g VS. With each increase in loading (decrease in HRT), during P1-P3, the methane
yield increased in the FOG reactor. The average yields for the FOG reactor during P1P4 are 222 ± 130, 351 ± 58, 620 ± 79, and 447 ± 33 mL CH4/g VS. Meanwhile, the
control reactor portrayed a similar trend. The specific methane yield increased until P4
where a decrease was observed. The average yields for the control reactor during P1P4 are 87 ± 33, 92 ± 54, 174 ± 23, and 117 ± 16 mL CH4/g VS, respectively.

Figure 4.2: Plots showing specific methane productivity, specific methane yield, and
methane content of the biogas. Plots on the left show individual data points over time for each
of the 5 phases denoted by vertical black lines for both the control and FOG reactors. Plots on
the right show average values for each individual phase. Methane productivity and yield
averages exclude data from the first 72 hours of each phase to remove process instability.
Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
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The methane content observed throughout the experiment was consistent (Figure 4.2).
The FOG reactor maintained a methane content of 72.6 ± 0.6%. The control reactor
maintained a methane content of 76.8 ± 0.9%. Overall, the methane content of the
FOG reactor was significantly less than the control (p= 1.9E-9), except for during P4,
which is likely due to the relatively high end point methane content measurement of
the control reactor.

Figure 4.3: Plots showing reactor pH, ammonium, and ortho-phosphate concentrations. Plots
on the left show individual data points over time for each of the 5 phases denoted by vertical
black lines for both the control and FOG reactors. Plots on the right show average values for
each individual phase. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

Operational parameters including pH, ammonium, and ortho-phosphate concentrations
were quantified to determine reactor stability throughout the experiment (Figure 4.3).
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Reactor pH stayed fairly constant throughout the entirety of the experiment. The FOG
reactor pH ranged from 7.29 to 7.91. The control reactor pH ranged from 7.05 to 7.86.

The concentration of ammonium was notably higher during co-digestion of FOG
compared to the control (Figure 4.3). Throughout the duration of the experiment, the
ammonium concentrations increased linearly in both reactors. The average ammonium
values for the FOG reactor during P1-P4 are 279.9 ± 22.8, 433.4 ± 57.6, 552.1 ± 60.6,
and 693.5 ± 44.3 mg N/L, respectively. The average ammonium values for the control
reactor during P1-P4 are 186.2 ± 20.0, 294.3 ± 50.7, 332.6 ± 37.1, and 359.2 ± 32.6 mg
N/L, respectively. During P4, the ammonium content in the FOG reactor was 93%
greater than the control reactor (693 ± 44 versus 359 ± 33 mg N/L).

The concentration of phosphate stayed relatively constant during FOG co-digestion but
increased linearly in the control reactor with increased OLR (Figure 4.3). The average
concentrations for the control reactor during P1-P4 are 71.0 ± 6.0, 90.3 ± 10.1, 115.3 ±
9.1, and 139.2 ± 26.3 mg P/L, respectively. In contrast, the average concentrations for
the FOG reactor during P1-P4 are 73.3 ± 3.7, 74.1 ± 8.9, 55.4 ± 4.0, and 68.1 ± 13.4
mg P/L, respectively. During P4, the ortho-phosphate content in the control reactor was
104% higher than that of the FOG reactor (139 ± 26 versus 68 ± 13 mg P/L). Total
phosphorous was also measured and remained constant in the control reactor, but
decreased in the FOG reactor over time (Figure A.3).

Figure 4.4: Plots showing concentrations total VFAs present in the FOG and control reactor.
Operational phases are denoted by vertical black lines for both the control and FOG reactors.
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Total VFA content increased during co-digestion of FOG compared to the control (Fig
4.4). Once FOG was introduced to the FOG reactor in P1, the FOG reactor VFA content
was consistently higher than that of the control. This is expected as FOG is high in
LCFA content, thus resulting in a higher concentration of intermediate organic acids
produced during the anaerobic digestion process.

Figure 4.5: Plots showing concentrations of organic acids of interest: formate, acetate,
propionate, and butyrate for the FOG reactor (top) and control reactor (bottom) over time.
Operational phases are denoted by vertical black lines for both the control and FOG reactors.

Analysis was done to determine the speciation of the VFAs in each reactor (Figure 4.5).
In the FOG reactor, formate dominated from BL through P3 at peak concentrations of
0.3, 17.4, 65.9, and 54.6, respectively. During P2 and P3, acetate was measured at peak
concentrations of 10.1 and 39.1 mg/L, respectively. During P3 propionate accumulated
at a peak concentration of 13.7 mg/L. During P4, acetate concentrations rose with a
peak concentration of 119.3 mg/L while the propionate concentration did not increase
(peak concentration = 11.0 mg/L). In the control reactor, a similar trend is observed.
During P1, P2, and P3 only formate was observed at peak concentrations of 4.0, 9.6,
and 3.8 mg/L, respectively. During P4, a small accumulation of acetate and propionate
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was observed with peak concentrations of 3.6 and 1.2 mg/L, respectively. Butyrate
values were insignificant throughout the experiment.
The maximum potential H2 present in the reactor was estimated using Equations 4.1 –
4.4. The free energy change of the reaction at standard conditions, ∆𝐺 ° , was calculated
using the free energy of formation, 𝐺𝑓° , of the products and reactants (Equation 4.2) 155.
The equilibrium constant, 𝐾𝑒𝑞, was calculated using ∆𝐺 ° , the gas constant, R, the
temperature in the anaerobic digesters, T, and assuming that at equilibrium ∆𝐺, the
Gibbs free energy, is equal to zero (Equation 4.3). The concentration of gaseous H2 was
estimated using 𝐾𝑒𝑞 as well as the aqueous HCO3- concentration (calculated using
measured CO2 concentrations), measured aqueous formate concentrations, and
assuming an activity of 1 for H2O (Equation 4.4).
𝐻 2 + 𝐻𝐶𝑂3− ↔ 𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂− + 𝐻2 𝑂

Equation 4.1

°
°
∆𝐺 ° = ∑ 𝐺𝑓,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠
− ∑ 𝐺𝑓,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠

Equation 4.2

∆𝐺 = ∆𝐺 ° + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝐾𝑒𝑞)

Equation 4.3

[𝐻 2 ][𝐻𝐶𝑂3− ]
[𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂− ][𝐻2 𝑂]

Equation 4.4

𝐾𝑒𝑞 =

Estimated H2 concentrations are shown below (Figure 4.6) and do not align with what
is expected of a properly functioning anaerobic digester (10-4 to 10-6 atm)38. This is
likely due to assumptions made to perform these calculations, primarily the equilibrium

Figure 4.6: Plot showing estimated H2 concentrations for both the control and FOG
reactors over time. Operational phases are denoted by vertical black lines.
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assumption needed to use Henry’s constants for CO2 and H2. It has been shown that
mass transfer limitations occur in anaerobic digesters due to the nature of sludge and
low mixing speeds, making it difficult to accurately predict H2 concentrations 156, 157.

Influent and effluent volatile solids measurements as well as volatile solids reduction
were calculated throughout the experiment (Figure 4.7). The VS content of the FOG
reactor generally increased with increased OLR, while the control reactor stayed
relatively constant. The peak values measured during phase P1-P4 in the FOG reactor
are 5.0, 7.5, 9.0, and 11.5 g/L, respectively. The peak values measured during P1-P4 in
the control reactor are 3.7, 4.6, 5.7, and 4.7 g/L, respectively. When considering the VS
reduction, as the OLR increased, both reactors exhibited a downward trend of
decreased VS destruction efficiency. The FOG reactor is consistently more effective at
destroying influent organic carbon during P1-P4, with values ranging from 70-89%
while the control reactor ranged from 21-59%.

Figure 4.7: Plots showing reactor volatile solids content and % volatile solids reduction for
both the control and FOG reactors over time. Operational phases are denoted by vertical
black lines for both the control and FOG reactors.
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A carbon balance was performed on the FOG reactor and was compared to a nonsteady state CSTR model to ensure that all major fermentation products were
quantified. The carbon balance includes the VS content of influent and effluent
sludge converted to mol C using Equation 4.5 where VS is the volatile solids content
of the sludge and TS is the total solids content of the influent/effluent sludge158. The
CH4, CO2, and effluent sludge carbon content were included in the effluent carbon
calculations. The theoretical effluent carbon was calculated using the non-steady state
model in Equations 4.6 and 4.7. The model was given the influent sludge carbon
content, Cin, the time, t, and the HRT, , in order to calculate the theoretical carbon
out of the reactor.
𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶
𝑉𝑆
1
𝐿
=
𝑥
𝑥 𝑇𝑆 𝑥 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒,
𝑑
𝑇𝑆 1.8
𝑑
𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶
−𝑡
= 𝐶𝑖𝑛 [1 − exp ( )]
𝑑


Equation 4.5
Equation 4.6

The actual values follow the predicted values fairly closely throughout the duration of
the experiment. The largest deviation from the predicted values is observed during P4
which may be due to the fact that during P4 an accumulation of organic acids was
observed, however, organic acid concentrations were not included in the effluent
carbon calculations. These results (Figure 4.8) show that the carbon fluxes in and out
of the reactor and all major fermentation products are accounted for.

Figure 4.8: Plot showing effluent carbon in the FOG reactor over time. The actual values
were calculated using reactor effluent gas and solids data. The model data was calculated
using a non-steady state model fed the influent carbon content, HRT, and time. Operational
phases are denoted by vertical black lines.
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4.2 Shock Loading Study
The data shown in this thesis shows 210 days of reactor operation, due to the fact that
this reactor is still running. The experiment was divided into shock and recovery phases
in order to study the effect of digester productivity following successive high OLR (i.e.
shock) events. Table 4.2 shows an overview of the operational parameters during each
phase of the experiment. In essence, Shock A consisted of a 50:50 (v/v) ratio of
FOG:RAS, Shock B consisted of a 70:30 (v/v) ratio of FOG:RAS, and Shock C
consisted of an 80:20 (v/v) ratio of concentrated FOG:RAS.

Table 4.2: Overview of process parameters for the shock loading study. Values presented are
the average values over each operational phase. Numbers in brackets give 95% confidence
intervals.

Days 0-90
The 30d phase was used to first adjust the anaerobic digester seed to lab conditions.
The 15d phase was used to adjust the reactor to a 15d retention time in order to produce
faster responses to subsequent shock and recovery phases.

Biogas productivity increased as the OLR increased (Figure 4.9). The addition of FOG
increased biogas production by 106% (524 ± 84 to 1081 ± 91 mL/d) between A1 and
15d. Shock A2 had increased biogas productivity compared to A1, resulting in a 31%
increase (1081 ± 91 to 1563 ± 163 mL/d). However, the biogas yield followed a
different trend with an initial decrease during A1, although not significant (p = 0.315)
compared to the neighboring RAS only periods. Shock A2 did produce a larger biogas
yield compared to A1 with a 127% increase (375 ± 63 to 852 ± 293 mL/L/d).
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Similar trends can be seen in the methane productivity of each phase (Figure 4.10). The
methane productivity increased in both A1 and A2 with an increased OLR. The
addition of FOG increased methane productivity by 124% between 15d and A1 (355 ±
82 to 793 ± 56 mL CH4/L/d). Productivity also increased between A1 and A2 by 43%
(793 ± 56 to 1138 ± 130 mL CH4/L/d).

Figure 4.9: Plots showing biogas productivity, biogas yield, and OLR for the first 90 days of
the shock loading study. Plots on the left show individual data points over time for each phase
denoted by vertical black lines. Plots on the right show average values for each individual
phase. Biogas yield and productivity averages exclude data from the first 72 hours of each
phase to remove process instability. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

The specific methane yield (Figure 4.10) decreased after the first exposure to FOG
compared to the yields of RAS only phases, 15d and R1. Specific methane yield
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decreased 20% between A1 and 15d (287 ± 63 to 229 ± 6 mL CH4/g VS) and 36%
between A1 and R1 (360 ± 71 to 229 ± 6 mL CH4/ g VS). The second shock A2, was
considerably longer than A1 (3d versus 10d) and produced an increase of 157%
compared to A1 (229 ± 6 to 589 ± 104 mL CH4/g VS).

Figure 4.10: Plots showing specific methane productivity, specific methane yield, and
methane content of the biogas for the first 90 days of the shock loading study. Plots on the
left show individual data points over time for each phase denoted by vertical black lines.
Plots on the right show average values for each individual phase. Methane productivity and
yield averages exclude data from the first 72 hours of each phase to remove process
instability. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

The methane content (Figure 4.10) stayed relatively constant throughout the first 90
days (between 70-75%), with the exception of the decrease seen during the 15d phase.
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An issue occurred with the influent line and the reactor received a pulse of RAS to
return it to a 1.5L working volume, resulting in process upset.

Operational parameters including pH, ammonium, and ortho-phosphate concentrations
were quantified to determine reactor stability throughout the experiment (Figure 4.11).
The pH stayed relatively constant throughout the first 90 days ranging from 7.4 to 8.0.
The pH decreased during times of reactor upset, specifically during the RAS pulse seen
in the 15d phase and during A2. These drops in pH were not different from the pH
value during R2, a recovery phase where the reactor was stable.

Figure 4.11: Plots showing reactor pH, ammonium, and ortho-phosphate concentrations for
the first 90 days of the shock loading study. Plots on the left show individual data points over
time for each phase denoted by vertical black lines. Plots on the right show average values for
each individual phase. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
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The ammonium concentration (Figure 4.11) measured throughout this experiment
increased with increases in OLR. Doubling the HRT from 30d to 15d warranted a 36%
increase in ammonium (614 ± 45 to 833 ± 51 mg/L). Shock A1 caused another 18%
increase (833 ± 51 to 980 ± 62 mg/L). Following A1, the ammonium concentration
decreased to a value that is not significantly different from the 15d value (p = 0.0145).
However, during R2, an elevated ammonium concentration was observed compared to
R1, which may be due to residual ammonium accumulated during A2.

The concentration of dissolved phosphorous (Figure 4.11) stays relatively constant
until A2, the longest shock period, where the ortho-phosphate concentration increases
by 56% between R1 and A2 (96 ± 5 to 151 ± 8 mg/L). Once the reactor returned to
recovery during R2 it experienced a 9% decrease in ortho-phosphate concentration (151
± 8 to 136 ± 8 mg/L).

Figure 4.12: Plot shows total organic acid concentration throughout the first 90 days of the
shock loading study over time. Operation phases are denoted by black vertical lines.

Total VFA data shows a sum of organic acids present throughout the first 90 days of
the experiment (Figure 4.12). It can be seen that the disturbance during 15d as well as
shocks A1 and A2 caused the greatest accumulation of organic acids.
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Figure 4.13: Plot shows organic acid concentrations of interest: formate, acetate, propionate,
and butyrate for the first 90 days of the shock loading study over time. Operational phases are
denoted by vertical black lines. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

Organic acid concentrations were measured to determine the extent of reactor upset
when methane content changes were not significant (Figure 4.13). Full degradation of
organic acids (< 50mg/L) was used as a sign of full recovery during recovery periods.
The RAS pulse administered to the reactor during 15d caused a large accumulation of
organic acids, correlating with the decrease in biogas methane content. Peak acetate,
propionate, and butyrate concentrations observed are 1882 ± 16, 262 ± 7, and 115 ± 15
mg/L, respectively. During A1, only acetate accumulation was observed with a peak
concentration of 583 ± 7 mg/L. A2 produced a lesser accumulation of acetate with a
peak concentration of 190 ± 1 mg/L.

The maximum potential H2 present in the reactor was estimated as previously described
(Section 4.1). Estimated H2 concentrations are shown below (Figure 4.14) and do not
align with what is expected of a properly functioning anaerobic digester (10-4 to 10-6
atm) 38. This is likely due to assumptions made to perform these calculations, primarily
the equilibrium assumption needed to use Henry’s constants for CO2 and H2. It has been
shown that mass transfer limitations occur in anaerobic digesters due to the nature of
the sludge and low mixing speeds, making it difficult to accurately predict H2
concentrations 156, 157.
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Figure 4.14: Plot showing estimated H2 concentrations for the first 90 days of the shock
loading study. Operational phases are denoted by vertical black lines.

Influent and effluent VS measurements, as well as percent VS reduction, show that the
VS content of the digester generally increased with increased OLR (Figure 4.15).
Shock periods A1 and A2 exhibited VS concentrations of 8.6 ± 0.8 and 8.9 ± 1.0 g/L,
respectively. R1 shows a decrease in reactor VS content (6.8 ± 0.6 g/L), however R2
was not significantly different from A2 (9.8 ± 0.9 g/L), likely due to a lack of washout
from the previous shock phase. When considering VS reduction, periods of codigestion produced significantly higher VS reduction efficiencies compared to RAS

Figure 4.15: Plots showing reactor volatile solids content and % volatile solids reduction
for the first 90 days of the shock loading study. Plots on the left show individual data
points over time for each phase denoted by vertical black lines. Plots on the right show
average values for each individual phase. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
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only phases, with the exception of the 30d phase. Shock periods A1 and A2 resulted in
VS removal efficiencies of 76 ± 9% and 59 ± 6%, respectively. Recovery periods R1
and R2 resulted in VS removal efficiencies of 45 ± 8% and 46 ± 5%, respectively.

A carbon mass balance was performed on the reactor and was compared to a nonsteady state model to ensure that all major fermentation products were measured and
quantified. The non-steady state model used was a classic CSTR model solved for a
step input. Equations 4.6, previously described, and Equation 4.7, below were used to
model the shock loading behavior where, Cin is the influent carbon content for each
operational phase, t is the time in days, tF is the final day of the previous shock load,
and  is the hydraulic retention time.
𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶
−𝑡𝐹
𝑡 − 𝑡𝐹
= 𝐶𝑖𝑛 [1 − exp (
)] exp (−
)
𝑑

𝜏

Equation 4.7

Equation 4.6 was used during phases 30d, 15d, A1, and A2. Equation 4.7 was used
during phases R1 and R2. The carbon mass balance was performed as described in
Section 4.1. The CH4, CO2, and VFAs were included in effluent carbon calculations.

Figure 4.16: Plot showing effluent carbon over time. The actual values (points) were
calculated using reactor effluent gas data, solids data, and organic acid concentrations. The
model data (line) was calculated using a non-steady state model fed the influent carbon
content, HRT, and time. Operational phases are denoted by vertical black lines.

The model fits the data well during the first 90 days of operation indicating that the
mass balance is accounting for all major fermentation products (Figure 4.16).
However, the model does slightly under-predict during R1, causing an underprediction in the subsequent shock phase, A2.
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Days 85-210
During each shock phase, the biogas productivity increased with increased OLR
(Figure 4.17). OLR increased during B1-B3 compared to the recovery period preceding
each shock by 136% (1.2 ± 0.1 to 2.9 ± 0.3 g/L/d), 185% (1.1 ± 0.2 to 3.1 ± 0.1 g/L/d),
and 196% (1.1 ± 0.1 to 3.2 ± 0.2 g/L/d), respectively. Shocks B1-B3 produced a 346%
(557 ± 58 to 2484 ± 173 mL/L/d), 274% (469 ± 57 to 1751 ± 323 mL/L/d), and 457%
(366 ± 48 to 2040 ± 236 mL/L/d) increase in biogas production compared to the
preceding recovery period, respectively

Figure 4.17: Plots showing biogas productivity, biogas yield, and OLR for days 85-210 of
the shock loading study. Plots on the left show individual data points over time for each phase
denoted by vertical black lines. Plots on the right show average values for each individual
phase. Biogas yield and productivity averages exclude data from the first 72h of each phase
to remove process instability, except for C1. The biogas yield and productivity average values
for R6 only include data from days 183-195 while the reactor was stable. Error bars represent
the 95% confidence interval.
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Similar trends can be seen in the methane productivity of each phase (Figure 4.18). All
shocks produced a significant increase in methane production compared to the recovery
periods. It is also of note that the methane yield during the recovery phases decreased
over time, potentially suggesting that the adapted community was starved during these
periods.

Figure 4.18: Plots showing specific methane productivity, specific methane yield, and
methane content of the biogas for days 85-210 of the shock loading study. Plots on the left
show individual data points over time for each phase denoted by vertical black lines. Plots on
the right show average values for each individual phase. Methane productivity and yield
averages exclude data from the first 72h of each phase to remove process instability, except
for C1. The methane yield and productivity average values for R6 only include data from
days 183-195 while the reactor was stable. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

Specific methane yield data (Figure 4.18) suggests an improvement following process
upset created by the large OLR experienced during shock C1. The methane yield of B1
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and B4 are not statistically different (p = 0.901). The increase in yield seen between
B2 and B4 is 56% (402 ± 91 to 626 ± 48 mL CH4/g VS) while the change between B3
and B4 is 48% (423 ± 39 to 626 ± 48 mL CH4/g VS). Shock B1 may have a skewed
methane yield value due to a buildup of organic acids, specifically acetate, which
resulted in a spike in methane production toward the latter half of the phase (Figure
4.21). For the sake of the yield comparison, shock B3 will be used as the baseline for
pre-failure yield comparisons. It was the B-sized shock that produced the smallest
amount of organic acid accumulation, thus indicating better reactor stability than B1
and B2.

The methane content of the biogas (Figure 4.18) was visibly deteriorated during process
upset. At the beginning of each B-sized shock, the methane content of the gas decreased
slightly, but quickly recovered. The data shows that, in general, the methane content of
the shocks was lower than that of the recovery periods. During shock C1, the methane
content reached a low of 45.4% indicating process upset. The methane content
recovered to pre-shock values after 22 days of RAS only influent. It was then given
another 12 days of RAS only influent to ensure that the methane content was stable.

Operational parameters including pH, ammonium, and ortho-phosphate concentrations
were quantified to determine reactor stability throughout the experiment (Figure 4.19).
Reactor pH stayed relatively constant throughout the duration of the experiment
ranging from 7.4 to 7.8 except for times of upset during C1 and R6. The lowest pH
value measured during R6 was 6.75 ± 0.03, after which the reactor returned to near preupset values. The average pH values observed during R5 and R6 were 7.68 ± 0.07 and
7.42 ± 0.16. The general trend that appears is a decrease in pH during shock phases
compared to recovery phases, although not all values are statistically different.
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Figure 4.19: Plots showing reactor pH, ammonium, and ortho-phosphate concentrations for
days 85-210 of the shock loading study. Plots on the left show individual data points over
time for each phase denoted by vertical black lines. Plots on the right show average values for
each individual phase. The average values for R6 only include data from days 183-195 while
the reactor was stable. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

The ammonium concentrations (Figure 4.19) measured throughout this experiment do
not demonstrate any clear trend, ranging from 834 ± 155 to 1148 ± 176 mg N/L. C1
showed an elevated ammonium concentration compared to the preceding phases, but
they are not statistically different from ammonium concentrations seen during R2, B1,
and R3 (p = 0.12, p = 0.32, p = 0.44, respectively). This was likely due to the fact that
influent ammonium concentrations were elevated during R2 and B1 (Figure B.3). The
R6 average was performed on the last 12 days of the recovery phase, showing that
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ammonium concentrations returned to pre-shock levels with R5 and R6 ammonium
concentrations of 971 ± 27 and 948 ± 60 mg/L.

The dissolved phosphorous concentrations (Figure 4.19) measured throughout this
experiment do not demonstrate any clear trend, although ammonium and orthophosphate concentrations appear to strongly correlate with one another. Following
shock C1, an 80 ± 36% increase in ortho-phosphate concentration (114 ± 12 to 207 ±
35 mg/L), which remained elevated during R6 and B4, was observed. This was likely
due to the increase in VS content loaded to the reactor.

Figure 4.20: Plot shows total organic acid concentration during days 85-210 of the shock
loading study over time. Operation phases are denoted by black vertical lines.

Total VFA data shows a sum of organic acids present throughout the days 90-210 of
the experiment (Figure 4.20). It can be seen that the organic acid accumulation
diminished following successive shocks B1-B3. The largest shock, C1, produced the
greatest accumulation of organic acids.
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Figure 4.21: Plot shows organic acid concentrations of interest: formate, acetate, propionate,
and butyrate for days 85-210 of the shock loading study over time. Operational phases are
denoted by vertical black lines. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

Organic acid speciation and concentration (Figure 4.21) were measured to determine
the extent of reactor upset when methane content changes were not significant. Full
degradation of organic acids (< 50mg/L) was used as a sign of full recovery during
recovery periods. The first B shock, B1, resulted in a peak acetate concentration of 930
± 14 mg/L, which decreased in subsequent shocks B2 and B3, with peak acetate
concentrations of 287 ± 2 and 148 ± 1 mg/L, respectively. Propionate and butyrate
concentrations were not significant during any of the B shocks or recovery periods.
During shock C1, organic acid accumulation occurred rapidly, but reached peak values
during the recovery phase following the shock. The peak acetate, propionate, and
butyrate concentrations reached 1543 ± 9, 491 ± 20, and 445 ± 167 mg/L, respectively,
during phase R6. During shock B4, the peak acetate concentration reached 203 ± 7
mg/L which is between the peak values for B2 and B3.

The maximum potential H2 present in the reactor was estimated as previously described
(Section 4.1). Estimated H2 concentrations are shown below (Figure 4.22) and do not
align with what is expected of a properly functioning anaerobic digester (10-4 to 10-6
atm)38. This is likely due to assumptions made to perform these calculations, primarily
the equilibrium assumption needed to use Henry’s constants for CO2 and H2. It has been
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shown that mass transfer limitations occur in anaerobic digesters due to the nature of
sludge and low mixing speeds, making it difficult to accurately predict H2
concentrations 156, 157.
R2
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Figure 4.22: Plot showing estimated H2 concentrations for the days 85-210 of the shock
loading study. Operational phases are denoted by vertical black lines.

Influent and effluent VS measurements as well as VS reduction show that the VS
content does not follow any obvious trend throughout this period of the experiment
(Figure 4.23). Reactor VS content increased following shock C1, the largest shock, to
a peak value of 18.4 g/L. When considering the VS reduction, periods of co-digestion
produced significantly higher VS reduction efficiencies compared to RAS only phases.
Shock periods B1, B2, B3, C1, and B4 resulted in VS removal efficiencies of 78 ± 5%,
78 ± 2%, 81 ± 2%, 92 ± 3%, and 79 ± 2%, respectively. Neighboring recovery periods
R2, R3, R4, R5, and R6 resulted in VS removal efficiencies of 46 ± 5%, 39 ± 12%, 45
± 6%, 45 ± 7%, and 42 ± 7%, respectively.
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Figure 4.23: Plots showing reactor volatile solids content and % volatile solids reduction for
days 85-210 of the shock loading study. Plots on the left show individual data points over
time for each phase denoted by vertical black lines. Plots on the right show average values for
each individual phase. The average values for R6 only include data from days 183-195 while
the reactor was stable. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

A carbon mass balance was performed on the reactor and was compared to a nonsteady state model to ensure that all major fermentation products were measured and
quantified (Figure 4.24). The carbon mass balance performed includes the VS content
of the influent and effluent sludge which was converted to moles C using Equation
4.5 158. The CH4, CO2, and organic acids quantified were also included in the effluent
carbon calculations. The unsteady state model used in described in the previous
section. Equation 4.6 was used during phases B1, B2, B3, C1, and B4 while Equation
4.7 was used during all recovery phases in order to estimate the effluent carbon
content.
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Figure 4.24: Plot showing effluent carbon over time. The actual values were calculated using
reactor effluent gas data, solids data, and organic acid concentrations. The model data was
calculated using a non-steady state model fed the influent carbon content, HRT, and time.
Operational phases are denoted by vertical black lines.

The model fits the data well during days 85-210 of operation indicating that the mass
balance is accounting for all major fermentation products. However, the model underpredicts the carbon content during R6, resulting in an under-prediction of shock B4.
This is likely due to the stepwise nature of the unsteady state model itself which is
creating a discontinuity between the final day of the previous shock phase and the
following recovery phase.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
5.1 Stepwise Loading Study
Stepwise loading produced an increase in methane yield through P1-3. This suggests
that the microbial community adapted to better utilize FOG as a substrate. P3 warranted
the best methane yield of the operational phases tested with a methane yield of 653 ±
68 mL CH4/g VS at an OLR of 2.88 ± 0.13 g VS/L/d. These values are higher than a
comparable study which produced 444 ± 63 mL CH4/L/d at an OLR of 2.8 g VS/L/d in
a reactor fed once per day co-digesting primary solids and grease trap waste10. This is
likely due to the adaptation of the microbial community, which is highlighted by the
fact that primary solids are more easily digested than RAS2.

During P4, washout occurred in both the FOG and control reactors. The FOG reactor
saw a decrease in both biogas and methane yield while the control saw a decrease in
methane yield (Figure A.1), indicating that the slowest growing organisms, the
methanogens38, were washed out at a 15d HRT. These results have been seen before
and have been attributed to an increased sludge wastage rate with a decreased HRT,
resulting in a decreased substrate utilization 159. This idea of increased sludge wastage
rate is supported by the decreased VS reduction seen (Figure 4.6) as is expected with a
decrease in HRT26. However, the VS reduction of the FOG reactor was always
consistently greater than that of the control reactor (70-89% versus 21-59%).

The stepwise loading regime exhibited no adverse effects on reactor stability
throughout the duration of the experiment. The pH of both the FOG and control reactors
(Figure 4.3) remained within the ideal range for methanogenic activity, which ranges
from 6.5 to 8.0

160

. The ammonium concentrations (Figure 4.3) increased with each

increase in OLR in both reactors. Ammonium concentrations were analyzed on a yield
basis, mg NH4+/g VS, and little change was observed throughout all four phases in both
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reactors, which was attributed to increased N loaded to the system in each phase, not
an increased rate of hydrolysis. (Figure C.3).

Meanwhile, the ortho-phosphate concentrations (Figure 4.3) follow a different trend
than that observed in the ammonium data. Ortho-phosphate concentrations increased
in the control reactor, however the FOG reactor did not show any significant trend.
This data was also analyzed on a yield basis, mg PO43-/g VS (Figure C.3). The
phosphorous yield in the FOG reactor decreases in P3 and P4, which may be an
indication of struvite production. Additional measurements would need to be
performed, specifically the concentration of Mg2+, to determine the struvite production
potential of the sludge 161. The phosphorous yield in the control reactor increased over
time although none of the values were statistically significant.

Total phosphorous was also analyzed reactor sludge samples (Figure A.3). In the
control reactor the total phosphorous content remains relatively consistent while the
dissolved phosphorous content increases over time. This suggests that a component of
the precipitated phosphorous became more soluble over time. This is likely due to an
increased rate of hydrolysis with increased HRT (especially in P3 and P4), producing
more soluble phosphorous due to disintegration of cellular material162. In the FOG
reactor, the total phosphorous and dissolved phosphorous content decreases over time.
This could be due to a possible dilution factor caused by the addition of FOG, resulting
in decreased phosphorous in the reactor. Without knowing the exact composition of
the FOG used, it is hard to deduce why the phosphorous trends are this way.

Organic acid accumulation is greatest in the FOG reactor (Figure 4.5), which exhibited
the expected organic acid accumulation regime, a slow increase which then stabilizes
at an alternate steady state 146. During P1 and P2, acetate begins to accumulate in the
reactor at detectable levels, while propionate begins to accumulate in the latter phases
(Figure 4.5). Initially, the build-up of acetate is likely due to the slow kinetics of
methanogenesis or the wash out of methanogens. Typically, methanogens are identified
as the rate limiting step due to their slow growth rate compared to that of the acidogenic
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population, and often the acetate production rate is greater than the rate of acetate
utilization38. The accumulation of propionate in later phases suggests that the
syntrophic acetogens were hindered due to the lack of activity from their syntrophic
partner, the methanogens (Figure 2.2). Syntrophic acetogens rely upon methanogens to
keep hydrogen partial pressures low enough to make propionate degradation
favorable52. Estimated hydrogen partial pressures were higher than is typically deemed
ideal for a healthy anaerobic digester (Figure 4.6).

Similar trends were observed in the organic acid profile of the control reactor (Figure
4.5) at lesser concentrations. Only formate was seen in the first 3 phases followed by a
small accumulation of acetate and propionate in the final phase. These results have
been observed before in a study evaluating the effect of HRT on the same OLR. It was
observed that shorter HRTs produced a larger build-up of organic acids, especially
acetate and propionate, due to improved metabolism of the given substrate159.

5.2 Shock Loading Study
The shock loading regime produced an increase in methane productivity following
successive shocks at the same OLR and following process upset caused by a shock 3
times larger than those experienced prior (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.14). The first 90 days
of the shock loading experiment showed an increase in biogas productivity with
increased OLR (Figure 4.7). Shock A1 caused a decrease in methane yield compared
to neighboring recovery periods (Figure 4.8), but the second exposure to FOG during
A2 produced a 157 ± 46% increase in methane yield compared to A1, indicating
improved utilization of the FOG and more efficient conversion to methane, specifically.

Community adaptation was also observed during days 85-210 during subsequent
shocks with higher OLR values (Figure 4.13). Shock B1 exhibited the highest average
biogas productivity and yield of the B-shocks. This trend was also apparent when
evaluated on a specific methane basis (Figure 4.14). These results may be due to the
large build-up of acetate observed during B1 (Figure 4.17) which produced an inflated
amount of biogas, and subsequently methane, toward the latter half of the phase. Based
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on the apparent adaptation of the microbial community indicated by a less significant
accumulation of organic acids, B3 will be used as the benchmark B-shock for future
yield comparisons.

Shock B4 was used as a check of methane yield following a period of process upset,
C1 and R6. Biogas productivity increased by 48 ± 21% and methane productivity
increased by 48 ± 18% compared to B3, indicating that methane conversion efficiency
was improved due to potential microbial community adaptation. The average methane
yield achieved during B4 was 626 ± 48 mL CH4/g VS, which is greater than expected
based on a similar study of co-digestion of primary solids and grease trap waste which
saw a maximum methane yield of 463 mL CH4/g VS10. This data shows that reactor
efficiency was improved after successive shocks and after process failure and recovery.

The shock loading regime exhibited minimal adverse effects on reactor stability at OLR
values that had been tested in the stepwise loading study. The pH (Figure 4.15)
remained within the ideal range for methanogenic activity, which ranges from 6.5 to
8.0

160

throughout the entirety of the shock loading study. Ammonium and ortho-

phosphate concentrations (Figure 4.15) were strongly correlated throughout this study,
with no clear trend observed. Nutrient yields were analyzed with no clear trend
observed.

Once a shock with an OLR three times greater than those tested, C1, was administered,
process upset was observed. During C1 and R6, the VS content in the reactor increased
and VS reduction became negative due to a build-up of organic matter in the anaerobic
digester (Figure 4.12). Methane content (Figure 4.14), which had been relatively stable
previously, dropped to 40%, indicating inhibition of methanogens 2.

Organic acid accumulation occurred at a much larger scale throughout the entirety of
the shock study (Figure 4.11). Shock periods produced accumulations of organic acids,
which returned to pre-shock levels during recovery periods, as previously observed 146.
The first 90 days of the experiment yielded unexpected results due to the RAS pulse
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administered during the 15d phase. It can be noted, though, that subsequent shocks of
the same size (A1 and A2) produced a more minor accumulation of acetate. Shock A1
appears to have increased by 0.38 g/L from the beginning of the shock phase to the end.
Shock A2 showed a diminished increase of only 0.19 g/L of acetate from beginning to
end of the shock phase suggesting an adaptation of the microbial community allowing
for better utilization of FOG and less process upset at similar OLR. Shifts in the
microbial community have been observed previously in similar studies146, 159, 163, 164.

A similar trend is seen when evaluating the series of B-shock periods. Shock B1 saw
the largest accumulation of acetate, with less present in B2, and even less in B3 (Figure
4.17). These results indicate that at a higher OLR, the microbial community was able
to adapt further and effectively utilize FOG after successive periods of shock.
Following process failure, observed during phases C1 and R6, another B-shock was
administered to determine if process stability and efficiency had been improved
following a cycle of digester upset and recovery. The acetate accumulation that
occurred during B4 had a peak concentration of 0.20 g/L which is greater than that
observed during B3 (0.15 g/L) but less than B2 (0.29 g/L). The largest shock, C1,
produced the largest accumulation of organic acids of all shocks observed. However,
due to the largely empirical nature of organic acid toxicity thresholds presented in the
literature, it is difficult to determine if process upset was caused by organic acid
accumulation and which species is most responsible 53, 122, 128, 133, 137.

In comparing the efficacy of the stepwise acclimation and shock loading, the key
phases chosen for comparison were P4 from the stepwise experiment and shocks B3
and B4 from the shock experiment (Figure C.1). P4 was chosen because the OLR was
the closest to those tested during the shock loading experiment and the HRT was the
same as the shock experiment. B3 was chosen as the most representative of shocks B1B3 as far as methane yield is concerned because of the reduced fatty acid build-up
observed, indicating that the reactor was more stable during this shock than it was
during B1 or B2. B4 was chosen as a post-failure yield comparison shock due to the
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fact that it was of similar OLR to B3 and occurred after the reactor had recovered
following C1.

In comparing the specific methane yields during these three shocks of interest, it is
apparent that the shock loading experiment allowed for a maintenance of methane
productivity at higher OLRs and an increased methane yield following process failure
(Figure C.1). Maintenance of methane yield at a higher OLR is apparent when
comparing B3 to P4, which had significantly different OLRs, but similar methane
yields. This indicates that the shock loading regime resulted in a community better
adapted to FOG co-digestion. During the stepwise loading experiment, an increase in
OLR from P3 to P4 resulted in a decrease in methane yield. However, during the shock
yield, at increased OLR values, methane yield did not decrease, it increased, especially
following process upset. Shock B4 experienced a similar OLR to shock B3, but resulted
in a significantly increased methane yield. This indicates that process failure selected
for the microorganisms able to adapt to high FOG loading rates.

Reactor parameters observed during the stepwise and shock loading regimes were
relatively similar throughout. The pH was relatively constant during both studies
(Figure C.3). The ammonium yield is higher in the shock experiment, likely due to a
higher initial ammonium concentration of the seed digestate and RAS due to
operational and seasonal changes experienced by the Corvallis WWTP (Figure C.3).
The stepwise experiment seed digestate started at an ammonium concentration of 238
± 31 mg N/L, while the shock experiment started at 598 ± 37 mg N/L.

Methanogens have been identified as the most vulnerable to total ammonia
accumulation, with values ranging from 1500-5000 mg/L total ammonia nitrogen
identified as inhibition thresholds

53, 141-143, 165, 166

. The ammonium concentrations

measured throughout both experiments did not reach values that are within the
identified range of toxicity thresholds. The peak value reached in the stepwise
experiment was 803 ± 27 mg N/L, while the shock experiment reached 1376 ± 30 mg
N/L, which are below the low end of the toxicity range in the literature 138. The changes
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in ammonium concentration also occurred gradually in both experiments, which allows
for process adaptation which has been shown to have minimal negative effects on
digester operation1, 139, 140, 165.

The phosphorous yields between the two experiments are similar when comparing the
baseline and phase 1 values of the stepwise experiment to the values of the shock
experiment indicating that the phosphorous content of the seed digestate was similar
between experiments (Figure C.3).

Few studies have been performed on the effect of loading regime on the anaerobic codigestion of FOG. Regueiro et al. (2015) studied the effect of organic overload using a
mixed influent of pig manure, fish waste, and molasses residue in which they saw an
increase in biogas production initially but a decrease in specific methane production.
This study primarily served to show changes in microbial community composition
following these operational shocks and did not focus heavily on biogas and methane
productivity and yields. The highest OLR explored was similar to the OLR of shock
C1, although to achieve this increased OLR, the substrate was changed to biodiesel
waste, which may have been the cause for the greater process upset observed compared
to this study 149. This study also did not perform any subsequent smaller shocks to check
if the process upset had shifted the microbial community to be more productive 149.

Another study explored the effects of stepwise acclimation and shock loading on
anaerobic digestion of glycerol

146

. They used a different reactor set-up (up-flow

anaerobic sludge blanket) and different substrate (glycerol), but were able to observe
similar volatility in reactor stability during the shock experiment and similar stability
in the stepwise acclimation study in terms of methane production

146

. This study also

observed that the shock and stepwise experiments produced similar methane yields at
the same OLR although the reactor never experienced process failure or sequential
shock and recovery periods as only one shock period was administered 146.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION

Lab-scale anaerobic digesters (1.5L) were seeded with digestate from the Corvallis
Wastewater Treatment Plant and were used to evaluate the effects of a stepwise and a
shock loading regime on both reactor productivity and stability. Productivity
parameters measured include gas production and yield as well as specific methane
production and yield. Stability parameters measured include methane content, pH,
dissolved ammonium concentrations, ortho-phosphate concentrations, organic acid
speciation and concentrations, as well as total and volatile solids content and %
reduction.

Results of the study showed:
 Stepwise loading effectively increased biogas and methane productivity and
yield of FOG co-digestion until washout occurred in the final operational phase.
 Stepwise loading had no adverse effect on reactor stability in terms of methane
content, pH, organic acid accumulation, and ammonium concentrations.
 Stepwise loading resulted in a decrease in dissolved phosphorous in the FOG
co-digestion reactor.
 Shock loading effectively increased biogas and methane productivity of the
same OLR after successive shocks of the same OLR and after process upset.
 Shock loading showed increased stability in terms of methane content and
organic acid accumulation following successive shocks of the same OLR.
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 Shock loading did not exhibit any adverse effects on nutrient content, such as
ammonium accumulation, throughout the duration of the experiment.
 Both stepwise and shock loading studies demonstrated that VS reduction is
greater in a co-digestion system than in one digesting RAS only.

In summary, shock loading of FOG as a co-substrate led to greater methane yields at
higher OLR values compared to a stepwise loading regime. Phase three of the stepwise
loading experiment had the best methane yields observed at 620 ± 79 mL CH4/g VS at
an OLR of only 1.92 ± 0.05 g VS/L/d. In contrast, during the shock loading experiment,
shock B4 produced a similar methane yield of 626 ± 48 mL CH4/g VS at a greater OLR
of 3.44 ± 0.12 g VS/L/d. Despite this increase in reactor productivity, the shock loading
regime causes more process upset than a stepwise loading acclimation process, such as
decrease in methane content and volatile solids reduction efficiency as well as an
increase in organic acid accumulation. These results can inform adaptation methods for
full-scale applications of anaerobic co-digestion of FOG.
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APPENDIX
A. Step-Wise Loading Study

Figure A.1: Plots showing biogas and methane productivity and yield for the FOG and
control reactor during the step-wise loading study. It is important to note the different y-axis
scales for the FOG and control reactors. Averages were taken for each phase excluding the
first 72 hours of each phase to remove process instability. Error bars represent the 95%
confidence interval.
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Figure A.2: Plots showing influent pH, ammonium, and ortho-phosphate
concentrations during the stepwise loading study. Solid black lines denote operational
phases. Dashed lines mark times at which the bottle of influent RAS was refreshed.
Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure A.3: Plot shows the phosphorous speciation in the control (top) and FOG
(bottom) reactors during the stepwise loading study. “Total P” was measured in
homogenous sludge samples and “liquid” represents the supernatant concentration.
Solid black lines denote operational phases. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

Figure A.4: Plot shows the volatile solids content of influent RAS and FOG provided
to the reactors during the stepwise loading study. Solid black lines denote operational
phases. Dashed lines mark times at which the bottle of influent RAS was refreshed.
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B. Shock Loading Study
Days 0-90

Figure B.1: Plot shows influent pH, ammonium, and ortho-phosphate concentrations during
the first 90 days of the shock loading study. Solid black lines denote operational phases. Error
bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure B.2: Plot shows the volatile solids content of the influent RAS or RAS/FOG mixture
provided to the reactor during the first 90 days of the shock loading study. Solid black lines
denote operational phases.
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Days 85-210

Figure B.3: Plot shows influent pH, ammonium, and ortho-phosphate concentrations during
days 85-210 of the shock loading study. Solid black lines denote operational phases. Error
bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure B.4: Plot shows the volatile solids content of the influent RAS or RAS/FOG mixture
provided to the reactor during days 85-210 of the shock loading study. Solid black lines
denote operational phases.
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C. Comparison Plots

Figure C.1: Plot shows a comparison of organic loading rate (OLR) and specific methane
yield (yield) between the final stepwise phase and shocks B3 and B4 from the shock loading
study. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure C.2: Plot shows a comparison of organic acid accumulation observed during the
stepwise loading study and days 85-210 of the shock loading study. It is important to note the
difference in y-axis scales between the two. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure C.3: Plot shows a comparison of pH, ammonium yields, and ortho-phosphate yields
observed during the stepwise loading study and days 85-210 of the shock loading study. Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

